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The objective of this senior project is to develop a sale catalog to use for a purebred dairy 
cattle sale. After economic hardship fell on the Cal Poly dairy in 2009, industry supporters and 
dedicated students suggested the dairy host a sale. Not only did this sale provide an opportunity 
for positive public relations with various industry members, it was also a source of fundraising 
for the dairy’s operating costs and departmental student activities. The project determined the 
best (and most current) software to use for the design and layout, marketing and advertising for 
the greatest economic returns, and analyzed other examples of sale catalogs (including 
professional examples, other university examples and amateur samples). The budget and profits 
were compared to determine the profit margin for the sale and analyze the effectiveness of the 
marketing techniques. Step-by-step processes were included and follow the catalog from design 
to print. Several print advertisements and the catalog were created by this project and are 
included in the appendix. In conclusion, this project determined the greatest return on advertising 
and posting the catalog came from online sources. Additionally, this led to a sale profit—noting 





 This senior project would not have been possible without help from the dedicated sale 
committee. We had to get the catalog finished and printed in a short period of time, and thanks to 
the proofing eyes of the committee, we were able to get the catalog printed with minimal errors. 
Thanks to Angie Kennedy and Kate Briggs for assisting with ordering photos and pedigrees, to 
Matt Evangelo and Ryan Matheron for ensuring the pedigrees were correct and putting together 
excellent consignments for the sale. Thank you to Carolina Evangelo for assisting with the 
printing and distribution of the catalog. Special thanks goes out to Dr. Stan Henderson for his 
overall assistance with the sale, organizing excellent Cal Poly lots for the sale and for overseeing 




With the suffering economy and high feed prices, the Cal Poly Dairy considered selling 
85% of its herd last year. In an effort to cut costs, the dairy planned to sell all but 30 cows. This 
would reduce the operating budget of the dairy by reducing input costs. This cutback would be 
able to supply milk to the Cal Poly creamery only, the dairy would have stopped shipping excess 
milk to Leprino. Industry supporters, alumni and students stepped in and launched a campaign to 
“Save the Cal Poly Cows.” Along with several fundraising ventures, the idea was presented to 
host a purebred cattle sale at Cal Poly. The idea was the dairy could market and sell animals 
charging a 15% commission on live animals and 10% embryo lots. In addition to providing a 
source of revenue for the dairy, it would present an excellent opportunity for positive public 
relations with industry supporters. Choice Cal Poly genetics would also be available for 
purchase, and that money would go directly to the dairy. A sales force was established to secure 
the consignments, ensure the sale was properly marketed and to organize the event. This senior 
project will map the marketing strategies of the sale, research different styles of sale catalogs and 
explain the design process of the catalog and advertisements.  
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Materials and Methods 
I. Comparison Summary of Publishing Software 
Choosing the software to use in the design process is the first hurdle. Two of the most 
popular publishing platforms are InDesign (a component of the Adobe Creative Suite family) 
and QuarkXPress. Both programs are similar in their design and layout abilities—meaning each 
has an extensive toolbox, and can create a high quality, print-ready document. According to the 
IT Enquirer, QuarkXPress offers more capabilities with one program. In addition to designing 
print media, this program has the ability to create web-compatible designs with more interactive 
features. InDesign alone does not have this capability. The program can create simple items that 
can be exported to the web, but in order to have full functionality, the designer must purchase 
more than one Adobe program such as Flash or DreamWeaver to maximize the web output. 
These programs all communicate well together, and were designed to perform that way. 
Combined, the set of Adobe programs can do more than QuarkXPress can. For this reason, 
Adobe currently combines these programs into various “suites,” or different packages of 
software for purchase.  
Although InDesign alone does not have the same web capabilities as Quark, it seems as 
though it is becoming the industry standard for publishing capabilities. In addition to being very 
user-friendly, this popularity may also be attributed to the fact that it is so compatible with 
Adobe’s infamous photo-editing software—Photoshop. This impressive piece of software is 
capable of performing tasks as simple as fixing color or exposure, and as complex as removing 
and automatically filling content from a picture. As far as photos in the catalog are concerned, 
mainly color changes or adjustments to brightness or contrast were necessary. Although these 
edits were simple, editing software was necessary to ensure the final catalog was print-ready. In 
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publishing, contrary to common belief, there isn’t an easy button for converting a published 
piece of work from color to black and white, or vice-versa. Due to overall cost-effectiveness, the 
sale catalog was printed in black and white. This required all the fonts, photos and shapes to be 
converted to grayscale; this is where Photoshop becomes essential. One of the things that makes 
these two programs work so well together is that InDesign users can open Photoshop and edit a 
photo directly from the InDesign document. Each color photo had to be converted from RGB 
(red green blue color—used mostly online or any place you will view from a screen) to 
grayscale. If the catalog had been printed in color, the photos would need to be converted to 
CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow and key—or black—the color standard for printing).  
Since Photoshop and InDesign are so compatible, and are sold in an educational discount 






 The original budget is listed below. The money allocated for the catalog and advertising 
was not enough. The committee did, however, manage to cut money out of the budget in a few 
other categories to accommodate the changes.  
 
Table 1: Estimated Income 
INCOME 
ESTIMATES 
UNIT PRICE TOTAL 
4 Jersey Embryo Lots 
(5 embryos each) 
$250 $5,000 
1 Holstein Embryo 
Lot (5 embryos) 
$350 $1750 
3 Jersey Calves $2000 $6000 
4 Holstein Calves $3000 $12,000 










Total Income  $16,600 
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Cattle Presentation $2000 Feed, bedding, fitting, 
facility preparation 
Publicity $6800 Advertising, 
photography, sale 
catalog, mailing, etc. 
Selection Costs $1000 Travel, phone 
Staffing $3000 Auctioneers, pedigree 
readers, clerking 
Total Expenses $12,800  
 
 Based on these numbers, the sale expected a net profit of $3,800, with additional income 
for the dairy cattle judging team from donations and advertisements in the sale catalog. The the 
final profits and costs are listed in the results and discussion.  
 
III.  Advertising 
The Cal Poly Classic featured purebred Holstein and Jersey cattle, thus it was the 
intention of the sale committee to market to our target audience—purebred breeders interesting 
in adding high-type animals to their herd. Not only is it important to reach our main audience of 
California breeders, but we also needed to advertise to entice bidders from outside California and 
generate hype and excitement about the sale. The main focus was to use online media and 
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printed publications to reach our audience. Among all the cattle publications and other avenues 
for advertisement, the committee decided to spend money where it would have the largest 
impact. Since the budget for advertising and printing was not an unlimited supply, the committee 
decided where to advertise based on information on readership and circulation for publications, 
and online hits and unique monthly visitors for websites.  
The committee first targeted the most popular publications of Holstein and Jersey cattle, 
since these were the two breeds featured in the sale. The Jersey Journal is the official US 
publication of Jersey Cattle. According to Tracie Hoying of Jersey Journal, the circulation of the 
magazine extends to 3,000 unique subscribers both domestically and internationally. A full-page 
color advertisement was purchased with a 10% discount for the youth issue. Four-color printing 
was included free of charge. The advertisement featured an announcement of the sale and photos 
of the dams of some Cal Poly embryo and live animal lots. This advertisement, featured below, 
was created before the design of an official logo, or before any Jersey consignments joined the 





Figure 1 Jersey Journal Advertisement 
 
Figure 2 Cal Poly Classic Sale Logo 
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 The Holstein World is a magazine dedicated to the Holstein breed. The magazine also has 
a tremendous online presence. According to Sarah Schmidt, former Online Sale Manager for 
Holstein World, the site boasted 194,169 hits, 41,903 unique visitors, and 507,193 total page 
views for the month of September 2010. Rather than spend over a thousand dollars on a full-page 
advertisement in the World, the committee decided to use the website as the vehicle for 
promotion. The Holstein World designed a banner ad for the sale to use and posted it on the site, 
in addition to posting the sale catalog in the ‘featured sales’ section. Since only 500 copies of the 
catalog were printed, posting the catalog online widens the audience, reduce printing expenses 
and pique interest in buyers across the country. While some individuals may not be able to make 
it to the sale themselves, cattle buyers can take bids for them. According to an e-mail sent by 
Sarah Schmidt, the banner advertisement on the Holstein World had 83,821 impressions and 333 
clicks as of October 11, 2010.  
 In addition to breed publications, the sale advertised with the Cattle Connection, a 
monthly classified-style periodical featuring information on cattle sales, herds who are currently 
marketing animals and other dairy-related advertisements. The Cattle Connection currently 
extends to 12,000 monthly subscribers in North America. A newer source of information in the 
dairy industry, specifically the purebred animal market, is Dairy Agenda Today. The website 
features information on sales, current news items and a popular blog. The sale catalog was 
posted on this site.  
 As another form of positive publicity for the Cal Poly dairy, photos, selling information 
and highlights from the Cal Poly Classic will be sent to Holstein World, Dairy Agenda Today 
and another Cal Poly-supporting publication—Progressive Dairyman. Progressive Dairyman 
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featured a Cal Poly Classic news release on their website (see appendix for copy of news release) 
and has asked to be sent information on the sale after the event.   
 
IV. Other Sale Catalogs 
 In order to create a catalog, it’s important to look at the quality of work others have 
completed. Holsteinworld.com is a great resource, and usually has at least 3-4 online catalogs 
featured in their sale section. There is more than one way to put together a catalog, and no 
particular way is more correct than the other. All that can be done in this case is look at the 
various products and determine their imperfections in an attempt to avoid them in our work. 









 This page comes from the “Legends of Fall Sale” which took place October 21, 2010. At 
first glance, this catalog is very flashy, professional and clean. However, upon taking a second 
look, imperfections can be found. First and foremost, by looking closely at the tail, feet and other 
areas on the body, it becomes apparent the animal was cut out in haste. Should someone choose 
to cut animals out for any purpose, the real tail should be erased and a fake tail attached to the 
animal in Photoshop to make a cleaner cut. It adds a greater professional touch to the layout. The 
dam of Lot 1 in the photo above was Supreme Champion at the World Dairy Expo this year, 
although she took a great picture, the lack of refinement to the photo is distracting. Another 
problem with this page is the cow appears to be “floating.” She is not standing on anything, and 
although the clear division in this photo between the cow photo and the background makes the 
animal stand out, the layout looks uncomfortable. Catalog designers sometimes joke about this 
type of layout as the “floating cow syndrome.” Despite the imperfections, this is a very time-
consuming layout. Cutting out each cow takes a tremendous amount of time and attention to 




Figure 4 Legends of Fall Sale Catalog 
 
 Cal Poly isn’t the only University that hosts cattle sales. Virginia Tech compiled the 
catalog pictured below for their Showcase Sale this year. A side-by-side comparison of the two 
cover designs shows that each took a different design approach. The Virginia Tech Catalog is 
simple. It isn’t a bad design, it is however, plain. To help clean up the cover, remove the textured 
design on the background, remove the outline from the lettering and change the color of the 
letters to white. The Cal Poly cover is not perfect. The cover does, however, establish a logo that 
can be used for marketing purposes (and was used in various ads promoting the sale). The 
curvature of the half circles on the right-hand side of the page, coupled with the curve of the 
quadruple lines on the left side, makes a great place for the round logo to settle. In keeping with 
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the “round” theme of the page, a flowing script font is used for a logo (CorinthiaProfessional), 
and ITC Avant Garde was used for the “learn by doing” tagline.   
 
 
Figure 5 Virginia Tech Sale Cover 
  









As far as the inside of the catalog is concerned, Virginia Tech went with a more square 
theme, noting the square edges on the photos, the square box containing the pedigrees, etc., 
whereas the Cal Poly catalog has a more round, circular theme throughout. This can be exhibited 
by the circle surrounding the lot number, the rounded box containing the extended pedigree and 
the rounded edges on the picture. Both are clean, easy to read layouts. The only confusing factor 
to the VT catalog is that it uses both numbers and letters for lot numbers. The VT catalog does 
use sans serif fonts (fonts without feet, i.e. Arial) for the pedigree information, which in 
hindsight is something that should have been used in the Cal Poly catalog. In order to fit the 
entire text in the box, occasionally the spacing between letters and words must be reduced. With 
a sans serif font, reducing space still allows the font enough space to be legible. The additional 
space a serif font requires (i.e. Times New Roman) makes it slightly harder to read when spacing 
is reduced.  
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EX-90 3E GMD DOM
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8th DAM
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Figure 8 Virginia Tech inside page  
 
 
 V. General Layout of the Catalog 
 
Marks, Bleeds, and Document Setup 
 Before beginning the catalog, it’s important to set up the document. It helps to know how 
many pages are going to be included in the catalog before beginning—it’s not absolutely 
necessary, but it can save time in the long run. In order to determine the page count, it is 
important to decide which lots are going to have a full page, which lots (the ones without 
pictures usually) will have a half page, if there are any advertisements and how many pages of 
other information there will be (i.e. letter from faculty, consignors page, directions to dairy).  
When beginning a new document, InDesign will prompt for how many pages in the 
document, what kind of bleeds you will want on the page and other document setup options. A 
bleed refers to space extending beyond the document border. When printed, bleeds allow for a 
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small amount of paper movement, and are trimmed by the printing company. Standard bleeds 
range from 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch. 
 
Figure 9 Pages and Master Pages Toolbar 
 
The next step in the design process is to make master pages. This helps maintain 
consistency in the layout. In order to do this, click on the pages tab on the right hand toolbar. 
This will show the number of pages in the document and at the top you will see a double page 
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icon labeled as “A-Master.” Double click on this page, and lay out the general page. Leave 
spaces for lot numbers, place lines in appropriate places, place text frames on the page. This 
designed page can then be applied to blank pages and maintain layout consistency.  Other master 
pages can be designed for pages containing two lots, or other pages that will have similar 
layouts.  
 
Photoshop and InDesign Basics 
 
  The toolbar on the left hand side is similar for both Photoshop and InDesign. 
This particular toolbar is from InDesign, Photoshop’s bar contains more photo editing 
tools. The main reason Photoshop (PS) was used in the design process was to convert 
photos from RGB (red, green, blue format—used for electronic purposes i.e. internet, 
television.) to CMYK (Cyan, magenta, yellow, key—a set of inks used for printing. It 
is important that all the colors in the document be converted to CMYK for color pages 
(make sure all the fonts, shapes, lines, photos and other colors are converted to CMYK 
and not RGB. For black and white pages, all of those elements need to be converted to 
grayscale. Another use for PS in the catalog process is for making minor photo edits 
such as lightening or darkening, adjusting exposure and changing contrast. A photo 
that has been placed in an InDesign (ID) document can be opened in PS by right-
clicking on the photo and scrolling down to ‘Edit With,’ another menu will open and 
click on ‘Photoshop.’ This way you never have to leave the document to edit the photo, 





 The main tools a person would need to use in order to design this catalog are the two 
mouse icons, the T icon, line icon, square icon and the icon looking like an eyedropper. Each of 
the other tools can be used for design purposes, but these are the basics. The two mouse icons are 
helpful for moving around text boxes and photos. If you want to move a picture or other object, 
select the dark mouse icon, click and drag to the new location. The light mouse icon can be used 
for moving a picture within a frame to help center it in the frame. The “T” icon is the text box 
creator. This will help position the text boxes in the frames added on the master pages. 




 The cover of the catalog is a tool that can help brand the sale. It is important to design 
with the needs and image of the sale in mind. The factors that were considered when designing 
the cover and logo were:  
1. Along with tremendous support from alumni, students would play a large role in the sale. 
Although some might argue the “learn by doing” credo Cal Poly has coined is overused, 
it is a motto our supporters recognize, and it embodies this sale.  
2. Since this is a school function, the school colors of green and gold should be 
incorporated.  
3. The sale was a moneymaking opportunity, and the design of the catalog should reflect 




Before the cover could be designed, the sale needed a logo—something easily 
recognizable. This logo can be seen in figure 3.2 earlier in the document. This logo was designed 
in Photoshop. First, the cow featured in the logo was cut out using the magnetic lasso tool in 
photoshop. A layer mask was applied to the photo and colored black. A circle was drawn over 
the cow’s head and neck, the remainder of the cow was erased. Cal Poly’s gold color is more of a 
metallic tan color, but in order to create a more modern feel to the logo, a brighter, bolder gold 
color with more orange accent was used. The logo finished off with a fancy script font (Corinthia 
Professional) with the name of the sale, and the date in a smaller font below.  
After the proliferation of a logo, the cover could be designed. The logo was placed on the 
center of the page and placed on the first layer of the document. All the other elements would be 
placed on a different layer underneath the logo. The image below shows the cover with a ¼ inch 
bleed and the design extending beyond the page. After placing the logo, three circles of different 
sizes were drawn on the page. The middle circle was colored lighter. To match the logo, and add 
equilibrium to the page, the rest of the design area was filled with the same color in the logo. In 
order to add balance to the layout, and cradle the logo, a line was drawn on the page. Using the 
pen tool, the shape of the line was morphed. This morphed line was copied and pasted three 
times, and the four lines (after being arranged) were grouped together. These lines were used on 
several other pages in the document. The “Learn by Doing” motto was added to the cover. Under 
“doing” the words: Fitting, Selling, Marketing, Planning were added to highlight the roles 
students played in the sale. ITC Avant Garde Gothic was the font used for that tagline, and was 
used for page headers and other designs throughout the magazine.  The inside pages (Index, 




Figure 11 Designing the Cover 
 
Designing the Consignment Pages 
 
 To design the consignment pages, open the A-Master page. It would be a blank canvas. 
Draw a rectangle down half the page (both pages), color it black. Adjust the tint or opacity until 
it is the appropriate shade of gray. Next draw the circle for the lot number, coloring it a different 
shade of gray, and place a text frame in the middle of the circle. The other text boxes can be 
arranged in different ways, but you’ll need space for the consignor information, extended 
pedigrees (place these in a square box—this layout has a rounded box), the dam, sire and the 
granddam and grandsire information, along with a special place for any additional notes. On lot 
1, there was a space to note that two full brothers to the consignment are contracted to a bull stud 
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company. Additionally, any awards the animal has received should be listed.  Pictures of the 
actual animal or any of the noteworthy dams down the line may be used to market the animal. 
Make sure all pictures are labeled properly. 
 
Figure 12 Design of the Consignment Page from Master Page 
 
 In order to obtain the pedigrees, you’ll need a registration number for the animal. 
Pedigrees change each time there are genetic proofs, which are calculated by the USDA several 
times per year. Log onto the Holstein Association website (www.holsteinusa.com) and enter the 
login information. If you do not have an account, you will need to create one or use the login 
information of your client (in this case Cal Poly). Be forewarned, there is a $3 charge per 
pedigree ordered.  
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 The pedigree will arrive in a .txt file, which is a basic word pad document. Open this file, 
select all and copy.  
 
Figure 13 Pedigree Text File 
 
 Open Microsoft Excel and paste the contents of the .txt file onto a blank workbook. On 
the main menu, select Data then Text to Columns. This helps organize the data so it’s easier to 
work with. Skip the first menu by hitting Next. Then get rid of the columns, making sure you 
scroll down and put two lines around DCRC, separating it into it’s own cell column. This is 
information you will not need on the pedigree. Do this for both sides of the pedigree. Expand all 








 In order to better read the pedigree, here’s a cheat sheet of the layout in Excel. It also 
includes the information that should be used in the pedigree. Depending on the sale and staff, 
some information may not be significant to the buyers.  Additionally, taking out some of the 
information (not intentionally trying to omit information) saves space in the layout.  
 
Table 3: Pedigree Layout and Genetic Information 
Animal name and information 
 
Include registered name and registration 
number, and birth date. If genotyped (has a 
GTPI number) include this information.  
 
If embryo lot: Only include # of embryos 
 
If lactating animal: Include classification score, 
production records minus the line with SCS, 
PL and DCR.  
Consignor Address and contact information 
 
Include all current contact information. 
Address, phone number, consignor name.  
  
 
 Paternal Grand Sire 
 
Include name, registration number and the 
production and type PTA information. 
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Sire of Animal 
 
Include name, registration number, and PTA 
information (minus the SCS, PL, DCR line) 
Paternal Grand Dam 
 
Include name, registration number, PTA type 





Dam of Animal 
 
Include name, registration number, and PTA 
information (minus the SCS, PL, DCR line). 
Also include lactation records*.  
Maternal Grand Sire 
 
Include name, registration number and the 
production and type PTA information. 
 
 Maternal Grand Dam  
 
Include name, registration number, PTA type 






Printing and Packaging 
 
 Research printers in the area and get bids for printing. Select the best value and ship them 
the finished product in a pdf format. They may ask for additional changes to be made to the 
layout or may ask to fix errors in the document. The company will not proof read the document 
for you, but it will let you know if there is a picture that was not converted correctly, or your 
marks and bleeds are incorrect.  
27 
 
Results and Discussion  
 In hindsight—especially after seeing the printed product—there are changes that should 
have been made to the layout. Instead of using a shaded box for the pedigree information, it 
would have been cleaner to use a bold line down the middle of the page separating the pedigree 
from the photo. Additionally, on all the pages, the default font was used in the text boxes (minus  
the cow name). A sans serif font such as arial or Helvetica should have been used to save space 
and make for a cleaner layout. Additionally, perhaps too many people proof read the catalog, 
making changes sometimes redundant or incorrect. Several of the embryo lots were incorrectly 
labeled for free implantation from a Cal Poly supporter. Otherwise, the catalog process was a 
learning experience which took tremendous patience and perseverance. 
 The sale spent approximately $14,000 to put on the sale. Here are the detailed expenses: 
28 
 
Table 4: Sale Expenses EXPENSE  AMOUNT Supplies and Materials  $357.25 Catalog Photos from Frank Robinson  $506.78  Decoration Supplies  $161.62 Cybil Fisher Photography  $100.00 Nipomo Feed and Ranch Supply  $1,192.00 Hotel‐ Wayne Glaser  $189.39 Sands Motel Bill  $519.68 Shirts for Sale Staff  $305.81 Carolina Evangelo Communications – Catalog Printing  $3,783.11 Cole Farms, Inc.   $247.00 Lehigh Hanson (aggregate  $581.38 Graphic Designer for Cattle Connection Ad  $145.00 Airgas West  $82.80 Adobe Programs for Design  $247.90 Coast Pipe  $275.77 Petty Cash  $148.94 Travel Expenses  $279.50 Coast Pipe  $36.60 Jim Ward (Railroad Ties)  $478.50 Stan Henderson Travel Expenses  $423.50 
29 
 





The event was viewed as a giant success by faculty, students, supporters and alumni. The 
sale averaged $3000 for Holstein lots, $2700 for Jersey lots, $300 for Jersey embryos and $400 
for Holstein embryos. Although in hindsight, the committee would like to make changes to 
designs or perhaps minor edits to catalog content, the Cal Poly Classic made a profit, which was 
the number one concern, and the event brought together the industry to support one of the top 





Holstein World. 2010. How Holstein World Gives You the ADvantEDGE.  
http://www.holsteinworld.com/page.php?id=17. Accessed November 11, 2010 
IT Enquirer. 2010. InDesign CS5 vs. QuarkXPress 8 for Web and Interactive Design.  













GREETINGS FRIENDS OF 
CAL POLY DAIRY SCIENCE
Welcome to our revived Cal Poly Classic Sale.  Thank you for 
showing support for Cal Poly Dairy Science by participat-
ing and bidding on this world-class offering of seedstock 
from the Cal Poly herd and consigners.  I know that you 
are as excited as we are to once again be holding this 
sale.  Not only does it provide an opportunity for us to 
raise funds to help support the excellent learn-by-do-
ing educational programs at Cal Poly, but we also get 
to see you, our friends and supporters, on campus.  
Without your ongoing help and involvement in Cal 
Poly Dairy Science we would not be the preeminent 
program in dairy science.  Funds generated by the 
Classic Sale and Saturday Symposium go directly to 
supporting the costs of running the dairy and other 
programs such as judging teams and classroom 
laboratory experiences.
Also, if you have the chance to talk with the stu-
dents, staff, consigners, sponsors and other volun-
teers, please help us thank them for their tremen-
dous effort.  Without their selfless contributions 
we would not be able to have this exciting sale and 
world class Symposium.
On behalf of the faculty and staff at Cal Poly, we 
look forward to talking with each of you about 
the many exciting things that are happening at Cal 
Poly.  There are several strategic initiatives that have 
come from the faculty’s strategic planning effort I 
would like to tell you about.  Also, if you have any 
suggestions about how we can improve the sale, BBQ 
or Saturday Symposium, please do not hesitate to 
contact one of us.  
   Kindest regards,
   Bruce L. Golden
   Dr. Bruce L. Golden
   Head and Professor, Dairy Science
  
Sale Sponsored by: 
SALE COMMITTEE
Dr. Stan Henderson................................805-748-2863 























5:00 p.m.  Sale cattle preview and
BBQ dinner sponsored by Farm Credit West
7:00 p.m. sharp
Cal Poly Classic Sale Starts
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16
Cal Poly Dairy Producer Symposium
“Future of Milk Price”
at the San Luis Obispo Embassy Suites
Visit www.calpoly.edu/~dsci/ for details
ED, JIM & BILL GENASCI
6555 BLUE GUM AVE
MODESTO, CA  95351
209/522-7859
CHOICE OF 2 FEMALES
Born August 2010 
CABERNET GOLDWN SUNLIGHT-ET                
137516719 EX-91 4-02
GTPI +1790G PTA+585M +56F +23P 81%R 8/10
PTA   +.1PL  2.85SCS  -1.5DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.50T +1.57UDC +3.05FLC  77%R  8/10
2-00 3 365  31360 3.6 1128 2.9  914
3-07 3 355  29400 4.4 1280 3.1  909
ALL-CALIFORNIA JUNIOR 2 YR. OLD 2008
7 VG SISTERS
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                           
CAN 10705608 CAN GP-84 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC GTPI +2078G
VELVET-VIEW-KJ SUNBURST-ET               
132825351 EX-93 GMD DOM 
2-04 2 365  34310 3.4 1151 2.8  947
4-00 2 365  34860 3.6 1265 2.9  998
6-01 2 365  37450 3.2 1201 2.6  987
LIFE 1552 132210  3.4 4531 2.8 3730
WIL-HART E LOUIE-ET                        
2296159 EX-93 GM 8/04 TV TL
PTA   +381M     -12F      -1P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.86T  +.49UDC +1.25FLC  GTPI +1058G
SHER-EST PRELUDE SWEET-ET                  
15421158 EX-92 GMD DOM TV
2-02 2 333  22620 4.5 1025 3.4  764
3-03 2 365  28560 4.4 1248 3.2  906  93
4-07 2 365  33700 5.1 1723 3.2 1074  97
6-01 2 305  26190 4.3 1122 3.1  808  92
LIFE  1858 134240 4.5 6099 3.2 4337
RONELEE TOYSTORY DOMAIN-ET                
USA 137974489 EX-90 TV TL TD
PTA  +1389M     +45F     +35P  79%R  8/2010
PTA  +6.9PL  2.76SCS  +1.2DPR 5%DCE
PTA  +3.23T +2.69UDC +1.73FLC  75%R  8/2010
GTPI+2292G
1
JENNY-LOU MRSHL TOYSTORY-ET               
60372887 GTPI+1902G 
PTA  +1234M     +43F     +38P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.14T +2.09UDC +1.39FLC  99%R  8/10
RONELEE OUTSIDE DABBLE-ET                 
134644585 EX-91 DOM GTPI +2171G
2-00 3 365  37850 3.1 1168 2.9 1114  90
3-06 3 365  42250 3.6 1525 2.9 1236  
5-03 3 365  44530 3.6 1612 2.9 1313  
LIFE 1418 146440 3.6 5215 3.0 4376
4th Dam
Sher-Est S-Wind Saturday-ET 
EX-90 GMD DOM
4-04 2x 365d 41,420 4.6 1914 3.2 1340
5th Dam
Eng-Our-Acres Mark Sandy EX-91 EEEEE
5-05 2x 365d 38,940 3.9 1508 2.9 1148
Life: 1845d 131,861 4.1 5471 3.2 4231
6th Dam
Buena-Vista Tony Sandy EX-91 2E
8-01 2x 365d 23,220 3.4 799 3.2 742
Life: 2187d 125,290 3.7 5681
7th Dam
Buena-Vista Riley Sandy Ex-90 EX-MS
4-04 2x 365d 24,860 3.4 853
Full sister to dam 
Cabernet Goldwn Sunburst-ET VG-87 2yr
2-04 2 365 32460  3.8 1238  2.9 945 +3.22T
Maternal sister to dam
Cabernet Shottle Shine-ET VG-85 VG-MS
2-01 2 322 33995  3.3 1116  3.1 1060 
Dam of Lot 1 CABERNET GOLDWN SUNLIGHT-ET
**Two full brothers to Lot 1 
Contracted to Select Sires**
2
DINO & DANTE MIGLIAZZO
4520 FOX RD
ATWATER, CA  95301
209/722-5588
DINOMI OFFROAD RYLEY-ET                    
63154442 EX-91 3-06
CTPI +1667PTA  +1335M  +0F  +32P  +.4PL
PTA  +2.61T +1.79UDC +1.50FLC  54%R  8/10
2-00 2 365  37820  2.8 1071 3.1 1158 2010 
3-04 2 268 29,140  3.4  998  3.1 905 INC
All-CA 4 Year Old
Grand Champion, Best Udder, Best Bred & 
Owned 2010 CA State Holstein Show
Sons in A.I. 
DESLACS OFFROAD-ET                         
CAN 9286703 
PTA  +1665M     +24F     +29P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.91T +1.46UDC  +.74FLC  GTPI +1752G
CRANEHILL TITANIC RENNI-ET                 
61744490 VG-89 3-03
2-03 2 365  39230 3.8 1495 3.1 1229
HARTLINE TITANIC-ET                        
123066734 GM 8/08  TV TL
PTA   +758M +22F   +24P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.63T +1.43UDC +2.46FLC  GTPI +1483G
MARKWELL DURHAM FANCY-ET
131604092 EX-90 3-09
2-03 2 365  23330  4.1  956  3.3  779
3-06 2 365  29310  3.4 1011 3.1  905
MAPLE-DOWNS-I G W ATWOOD-ET                
CAN 8956379 VG-87 TV TL
PTA   +573M     +55F     +27P  79%R  8/10
PTA  +1.8PL  2.82SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +4.62T +3.25UDC +3.88FLC  74%R  8/10
GTPI +2067G
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                          
CAN 10705608 CAN GP-84 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC  GTPI +2078G
MD-DELIGHT DURHAM ATLEE-ET                 
131704103 EX-92 4-06 DOM
3-11 2 365  38290   5.5 2091 3.1 1177
ALL-AMERICAN SR 3Y COW 2005
1st INTERNATIONAL SR 3Y & R I CH 2005
4 NO. 1 EMBRYOS 4th Dam
Markwell Merrill Riviera –ET
 EX-90 VEEEV
4-05 2x 365d 31,800 4.9 1557 3.5 1125
5th Dam
Markwell Bstar E Raven ET
 EX-95 3E GMD DOM
4-09 2x 365d 37,610 4.3 1580 3.4 1255
Life: 2387d 160,020 4.1 6623 3.6 5763
•1st Dry Aged Cow Western Fall Nat 1997
•Queen of the Breed Finalist 
6th Dam
Markwell Mark Elite 
EX-92 4E GMD DOM
7-00 2x 365d 36,230 3.9 1426 3.2 1165
Life: 3736d 211,430 3.8 8108 3.6 7533
7th Dam
Rockalli Mars Emily 
EX-94 EEEEE 4E GMD DOM
3-10 2x 365d 28,270 3.7 1050 3.5 988
Life: 3113d 182,970 3.8 7016 3.5 6330
Full sister to dam 
Dinomi Offroad Rawan-ET VG-85 2yr. 
1-11 2x 288  28410  3.4  960  3.1  892 
Dam of Lot 2 DINOMI OFFROAD RYLEY-ET
 CAL POLY CORPORATION
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA  93407
805/756-1616
POLY GOLDWYN CHERIE-ET 
Reg No. 64280888 
Born 12-09-09
POLY ALLEN CHER
60644615 EX-91 2E 7-01
CTPI +1394 PTA   -220M +7F -2P  62%R  8/10
PTA   +.7PL  3.12SCS   -.8DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +1.44T  +.51UDC  +.99FLC  61%R  8/10
2-04 2 365  26570 3.9 1045 3.1  817
4-00 2 290  30480 4.0 1210 3.1  937
5-00 2 365  33290 4.1 1380 3.3 1088
6-07 2 365  36490 3.6 1325 2.9 1070
LIFE 1714 143940 4.0 5760  3.1 4474
CANYON-BREEZE ALLEN-ET                  
17129288 CAN VG-85  
PTA   -542M      +0F      -5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.20T +1.24UDC +1.74FLC  99%R  8/10
POLY ROMAN CHER
120951480 VG-85 6-02 GMD 12/29/97
1-11 2 314  24030 3.5  836 2.9  702
2-11 2 365  36430 3.6 1307  3.0 1099
4-03 2 365  35580 3.4 1215  3.2 1150
5-05 2 365  34970 3.5 1228  3.2 1104
6-08 2 306  30160 3.2  971   2.7  823
LIFE 1785 165640 3.5 5742 3.0 5033
POLY ASTRE ROMAN
2299462
PTA  -738M#    -37F#    -20P#  41%R  8/10
PTA  -.16T# +.15UDC# -.19FLC#  39%R  8/10
POLY BUSTER CAMILLE
15895459 VG-85 3-09
2-03 2 365  29020 4.1 1193 3.1  896
3-05 2 365  32450 3.4 1108 3.1 1012
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                           
CAN 10705608 GP-84 GM 8/10
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.4PL  2.61SCS   -.6DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2078G
3
SHOREMAR JAMES                             
CAN 5902195 GP-81 GM 2/04 TV TL
PTA   -576M +10F +7P  99%R  8/10 
PTA   +.71T  +.65UDC  -.03FLC  GTPI +1201G
BRAEDALE BALER TWINE-ETS                   
CAN 6860888 VG-86 TL GTPI +1701G
CAN  2-01 2 365  30906     4.9 1521 3.2  993
4th Dam 
POLY WINKEN CAMEO VG-86 GMD DOM
7-03 365 35450 3.9 1399 3.1 1092
5th Dam 
POLY MARK CLARISSA EX-90 DOM
5-08 332 30510 3.9 1178 3.0 919
6th Dam 
POLY JASON CHER VG-85 GMD DOM
6-02 365  33740 3.1 1044 2.8 958
7th Dam 
CARLBERG FARMS ELEVATION CHER 
EX-90 3E GMD DOM
6-02 365 32300 3.2 1047
8th DAM
LYNETT SPARK CAEY EX-90
11-06 365 22990 3.0 699 3.1 709  










PTPI +1997 +1051M +35F +40P +2.74T 8/09
2010 All-CA Fall Calf
DEN-K CK FINLEY ZIA-ET
135506994 VG-86 3-06 BL
CTPI +1912 PTA +1677M +21F  +51P  63%R  8/10
PTA  +2.2PL  2.92SCS   +.2DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.14T +1.87UDC  +.27FLC  63%R  8/10
2-03 3 323  32540 3.2 1038 3.1 1017
3-03 3 244  29880  3.1  939 2.9  870 
Full sister to Lot 4
Den-K CK Finley Artesia-ET 
VG-87 
3-04 2 365 35350 3.0 1072 3.3 1153
OPSAL FINLEY-ET                            
120780521 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +695M      -2F     +18P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.62T +1.30UDC  +.00FLC  GTPI +1539G
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                           
CAN 10705608 GP-84 GM 8/10
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.4PL  2.61SCS   -.6DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2078G
SHOREMAR JAMES                             
CAN 5902195 GP-81 GM 2/04 TV TL
PTA   -576M +10F +7P  99%R  8/10 
PTA   +.71T  +.65UDC  -.03FLC  GTPI +1201G
BRAEDALE BALER TWINE-ETS                   
CAN 6860888 VG-86 TL GTPI +1701G
CAN  2-01 2 365  30906     4.9 1521 3.2  993
DEN-K RUDOLPH CUB KIDDY
123649803 EX-91 7-02 GMD DOM BL
2-03 3 331  34790 3.0 1054 3.0 1052
3-04 3 365  47450 2.6 1231 3.0 1411
3RD CA MILK  & 3RD CA PROT
4-09 2 365  53040 3.2 1697 3.1 1654
2ND CA MILK  & 2ND CA PROT
7-00 3 365  48320 2.9 1382 2.9 1395
9-05 3 365  39600 3.5 1373 3.0 1177
LIFE 2920 311280 3.1 9783 3.2 984
3rd Dam
Den-K Cub Kiddy-ET 
*BL EX-90 2E GMD DOM
4-02 3x 365d 37,300 3.4 1279 3.1 1168
Life: 157,170 3.5 5475 3.2 5075
4th Dam
Den-K Cubby Deer EX-90 DOM
7-01 3x 365d 32,690 3.7 1221 3.3 1066
Life: 145,980 4.0 5781 3.3 4764
5th Dam
Den-K Blue Mellow-ET VG-85
10-3 3x 365d 30,950 4.3 1327 3.4 1051
Life: 232,470 4.1 10012 3.4 7923
6th Dam
Den-K Chairman Willow VG-88
4-08 2x 305d 28,850 4.1 1188 3.3 940
7th Dam
Den-K Wagner Willow VG-86
7-09 2x 305d 29,810 4.3 1271 2.8 847
Full sisters to Lot 4  
R-John Goldwn Greta-ET VG-87 2yr
2-02 365 38250 3.4 1292 3.0 973 
#1 CTPI Cow in California (+2106 CTPI)
R-John Goldwn Gloria-ET VG-88 EX-MS






R-JOHN SHOTTLE CHEYENNE 
Reg No. 140557790 
Born 12-03-09
PTPI +1979 +1492M +44F +44P +2.63T
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.2PL  2.70SCS  -2.3DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2047G
5
CAROL PRELUDE MTOTO-ET                    
ITA 6001001962 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +648M     +28F     +10P  99%R  8/2010
PTA   +.32T  -.01UDC  +.67FLC  GTPI +1699G
CONDON AERO SHARON                          
CAN 5373153 CTPI +1159
DEN-K CK FINLEY ZIA-ET
135506994 VG-86 3-06 BL
CTPI +1912 PTA +1677M +21F  +51P  63%R  8/10
PTA  +2.2PL  2.92SCS   +.2DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.14T +1.87UDC  +.27FLC  63%R  8/10
2-03 3 323  32540 3.2 1038 3.1 1017
3-03 3 244  29880  3.1  939 2.9  870
Full sister to Lot 5 
Den-K CK Finley Artesia-ET 
VG-87 
3-04 2 365 35350 3.0 1072 3.3 1153
OPSAL FINLEY-ET                            
120780521 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +695M      -2F     +18P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.62T +1.30UDC  +.00FLC  GTPI +1539G
DEN-K RUDOLPH CUB KIDDY
123649803 EX-91 7-02 GMD DOM BL
2-03 3 331  34790 3.0 1054 3.0 1052
3-04 3 365  47450 2.6 1231 3.0 1411
3RD CA MILK  & 3RD CA PROT
4-09 2 365  53040 3.2 1697 3.1 1654
2ND CA MILK  & 2ND CA PROT
7-00 3 365  48320 2.9 1382 2.9 1395
9-05 3 365  39600 3.5 1373 3.0 1177
LIFE 2920 311280 3.1 9783 3.2 984
3rd Dam
Den-K Cub Kiddy-ET *
BL EX-90 2E GMD DOM
4-02 3x 365d 37,300 3.4 1279 3.1 1168
Life: 157,170 3.5 5475 3.2 5075
4th Dam
Den-K Cubby Deer EX-90 DOM
7-01 3x 365d 32,690 3.7 1221 3.3 1066
Life: 145,980 4.0 5781 3.3 4764
5th Dam
Den-K Blue Mellow-ET VG-85
10-3 3x 365d 30,950 4.3 1327 3.4 1051
Life: 232,470 4.1 10012 3.4 7923
6th Dam
Den-K Chairman Willow VG-88
4-08 2x 305d 28,850 4.1 1188 3.3 940
7th Dam
Den-K Wagner Willow VG-86
7-09 2x 305d 29,810 4.3 1271 2.8 847
Maternal sister to lot 5 
R-John Goldwyn Zip-ET
PTPI +1997 +1051M +35F +40P +2.74T 8/09
2010 All-CA Fall Calf
R-John Goldwn Greta-ET VG-87 2yr
2-02 365 38250 3.4 1292 3.0 973 
#1 CTPI Cow in California (+2106 CTPI)
R-John Goldwn Gloria-ET VG-88 EX-MS
2-08 365 24630 3.6 877 3.2 792 CTPI + 1966 
Full Sister to Lot 4, Maternal Sister to Lot 5 R-JOHN GOLDWN GRETA










PTPI + 1767 +409M +34F +19P +2.01T 8/10
DAR-LYNDA CRIMSON FURY-RED                 
134263706 EX-90 7-01
CTPI +1796M PTA-71M +35F +14P  61%R  8/10
PTA  +3.8PL  3.09SCS  +1.7DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +1.30T  +.88UDC +1.08FLC  56%R  8/10
2-02 3 325  29850 3.9 1164 3.1  938
3-02 3 344  30390 3.5 1072 3.3 1001
4-03 3 365  27160 3.8 1030 3.3  887
5-09 3 365  28710 4.0 1140 3.1  887
LIFE 1460 119380 3.8 4533 3.2 382
#1 CTPI R&W COW IN CA, #12 in U.S.
Maternal sisters to Lot 6 
Dar-Lynda Talent Scarlet *RC 
EX-90 EX-MS CTPI +1780
3-05 3  365  25200 4.2  1049  3.1  793  
Dar-Lynda Jets Fury 30644 *RC
VG-85 CTPI +1874 
Has A.I. Interest
MISTE-HOLLOW MARX-ET                      
18058676 RC TV TL
PTA    -43M     -20F      +1P  98%R  8/2010
PTA   -.37T  +.71UDC  +.33FLC GTPI +1681
DESLACS SHAQUILLE-ET                      
CAN 103512991 G 78 RC TV TL
PTA   +888M     +32F     +24P  78%R  8/10
PTA   +.8PL  2.93SCS  -1.4DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.72T +1.62UDC +1.88FLC GTPI +1737G
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                         
GBR 598172 GM 8/10  TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  GTPI +2047G
GEN-I-BEQ DURHAM SHERRY-ET                 
CAN 8301920 VG-87 GTPI +1565G RC TV
2-05 2 365  30214     4.0 1214 3.2  963
5-02 2 365  40035     3.9 1574 3.0 1191
GLENDENING RUBENS MANDY-RED
CAN 10782784 EX-90 4-11
4-08 2 305  26410   3.6  950 3.1  830
6-00 3 175  13110   3.8  503 3.1  405
Maternal sister to lot 5 
R-John Goldwyn Zip-ET
PTPI +1997 +1051M +35F +40P +2.74T 8/09
2010 All-CA Fall Calf
R-John Goldwn Greta-ET VG-87 2yr
2-02 365 38250 3.4 1292 3.0 973 
#1 CTPI Cow in California (+2106 CTPI)
R-John Goldwn Gloria-ET VG-88 EX-MS
2-08 365 24630 3.6 877 3.2 792 CTPI + 1966 3rd Dam
Glendening Jules Mandy 
 VG-88- CAN
4-5 2x 331d 22,650 3.8 855 3.0 688
Life: 6 Lact 112,210 3.8 422 3.0 3417
4th Dam
Glendening Inspire Randy 
VG – 85-CAN
4-0 2x 365d 22,498 4.3 970 3.2 721
5th Dam
Glendening Jas Mandy GP-82 CAN
8-3 2x 333d 22,172 3.8 836 3.0 675
Life: 7 Lact 106,846 3.7 3975 3.2 3386
6th Dam
Dacrest Ultra Mandy – VG 86 CAN
8-11 2x 319d 19,112 3.1 586 3.1 584
Life: 109,820 3.5 3821 3.1 1982
7th Dam
Tower Vue Ned Magjc – VG 85 – CAN
Life: 6 Lact 101,449 3.8 3880
8th Dam
Tower Vue Citation Magic VG-CAN
2nd Dam of Lot 6 
GLENDENING RUBENS MANDY-RED
Maternal Sister to Lot 6 
DAR-LYNDA TALENT SCARLET *RCDam of Lot 6
DAR-LYNDA CRIMSON FURY-RED
7a
CRANEHILL GENETICS & TA-RO-LEE 
HOLSTEIN
21859 CRANE AVE
HILMAR, CA  95324
209/652-3511
CHOICE OF 2
ERBACRES SHOTTLE DIVINE-ET                
138639606 VG-89 2-07
PTPI +1516 PTA  +160M# +7F# +9P#  44%R 8/10
PTA  +.2PL# 2.94SCS# -1.7DPR#10%DCE#
PTA +2.30T#+1.49UDC#+1.72FLC#  45%R  8/10
2-05 2 328 28,680 3.6 1050 3.0 858
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                         
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
REGANCREST ENCORE DALHIA-ET
USA 124287356 VG-89 4-03
2-01 2 365  29250 3.3  971 3.1  913
3-11 2 365  26340 3.6  942 3.0  790
ENSENADA TABOO PLANET-ET                   
60597003 EX-90 TR TV TL TD
GTPI+2092G PTA +1800M +59F+53P  91%R  8/10
PTA  +5.1PL  2.86SCS   -.1DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +1.61T +1.53UDC  -.55FLC  88%R  8/10
ROSE-BAUM TABOO-ET                         
17121203 VG-87 7-01 GM 8/05 TV TL
PTA   +387M     +23F     +16P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.07T  +.17UDC -1.10FLC  GTPI +1483G
PLUSHANSKI AMEL PATTY-ET                   
130161039 EX-93 9-05 GMD DOM 
6-10 2 365  46120 3.2 1494 2.7 1239
8-11 2 365  49670 3.1 1555 2.6 1299










Snow-N Denises Dellia EX-95 2E GMD DOM
7-06 2x 365d 35, 610 4.0 1431 3.1 1103
Life: 2558d 180,240 3.9 7108 3.4 6065
•Grand Champion & BU WI Spr. Nat’l 1991
•Res. Grand Champion & BU WI Spr. Nat’t 1993
•Runner Up Queen of the Breed 
4th Dam
Snow-N Dorys Denise EX-90 2E GMD DOM
5-09 2x 365d 33, 350 3.8 1256 3.1 1038
Life: 1604d 114,010 3.6 4153 3.2 3649
7b
Maternal brother: 
Erbacres Damion EX-95 +3.07T               
Full brother: 
Regancrest Dundee-ET +3.07T   
Maternal brother
Regancrest Elton Durham-ET 
*CV EX-GM            
Maternal sisters to Dam of Lot 7 A&B
Erbacres Skychief Dellia EX-91 EX-MS
4-01 2x 365 32,430 3.6 1183 3.0 968 
Erbacres Hi Metro Dee-ET EX-93
3-06 2x 365 33,078 3.61194 3.1 1032
Erbacres Daisy-ET EX-87
3-11 2x 365 33,078 3.6 1194 3.1 1032
Erbacres Durham Dallie-ET VG-86 
3-07 2x 365 29,240 3.2 946 3.1 917
Lot 7 B DEVYNNDam of Lot 7 ERBACRES SHOTTLE DIVINE-ET
Lot 7 A DEVANN
DOUGLAS MADDOX
7285 W DAVIS AVE
RIVERDALE, CA  93656-9417
559/867-4457
RUANN ALEXA GLORY-94731-ET
Reg No. 840 00 3006192757
Born: 10/01/09
RUANN JASPER GLORY 53519-ET                
62526530 EX-92 4-06
2-00 3 270  20190 3.6  718  3.1  623
2-11 3 365  29040 3.6 1034 2.9  854
WILCOXVIEW JASPER-ET                       
128620869 TV TL TD
PTA   -810M     +15F     -23P  98%R  8/10
PTA  +2.73T +1.88UDC +1.57FLC  97%R  8/10
GOLDEN-OAKS ST ALEXANDER-ET                
USA 61133837 EX-91 7-00 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +855M     +67F     +27P  92%R  8/10
PTA  +1.2PL  2.88SCS  -2.4DPR 9%DCE




2-00 3 315  24190 3.7  905  3.2  778
3-00 3 305  27360 3.4  942  3.1  838
4-02 3 305  27830 4.0 1110 3.2  884
5-05 3 365  32030 4.2 1346 3.1 1002
LIFE1586 126450  3.9 4917 3.2 402
8A RUANN LASSIT GLORY-1557-ETReg No. 840 00 3006992693Born: 1/3/10
RUANN DURHAM LASSITER-750                  
60132083 EX-95 4-11 TV
PTA   -515M     -54F     -18P  95%R  8/10
PTA  -1.2PL  3.08SCS  +1.0DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +2.20T +1.84UDC +1.69FLC  96%R  8/10
GTPI +1295G
3rd Dam
RuAnn-STI Melo GRL-94024-ET 
VG-87 GMD
4-07 3 365 34780 3.4 1191 2.9 1010
4th Dam
Miss RuAnn Mark Glory-62325-ET
VG-88 GMD DOM
5-10 2 365 35150 3.8 1332 3.1 1094
5th Dam 
Fradan Ro Fond Glory EX-90
3-06 3 362 34540 3.3 787
6th Dam
Ground Round Oak Gloria
EX-95 4E GMD DOM
8-00 2 305 26250 3.8 1000
8b 
Dam of Lot 8 A,B,C RUANN JASPER GLORY 53519-ETLot 7 B DEVYNN
Lot 7 A DEVANN 2nd Dam RuAnn S-R Glory 84190-ET
4th Dam Miss RuAnn Mark Glory-62325-ET
CHOICE OF 2
DOUGLAS MADDOX
7285 W DAVIS AVE
RIVERDALE, CA  93656-9417
559/867-4457
5 #1 EMBRYOS
RUANN JASPER GLORY 53519-ET                
62526530 EX-92 4-06
2-00 3 270  20190 3.6  718 3.1  623
2-11 3 365  29040 3.6 1034 2.9  854
WILCOXVIEW JASPER-ET                       
128620869 TV TL TD
PTA   -810M     +15F     -23P  98%R  8/10
PTA  +2.73T +1.88UDC +1.57FLC  97%R  8/10
GEN-MARK STMATIC SANCHEZ                   
134422312 EX-94 6-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +791M      +6F     +19P  92%R  8/10
PTA   +.0PL  2.98SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE




2-00 3 315  24190 3.7  905 3.2  778
3-00 3 305  27360 3.4  942 3.1  838
4-02 3 305  27830 4.0 1110 3.2  884
5-05 3 365  32030 4.2 1346 3.1 1002
LIFE1586 126450  3.9 4917 3.2 402
8c
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                     
CAN 6947936 GM 2-07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10
GEN-MARK BW MAR WINNIE-ET                  
131652910 EX-90 6-06 2E GMD
2-01 2 365  32980 3.6 1172 2.8  930
4-08 2 365  43690 3.6 1555 2.7 1172
LIFE 1463 132550  3.6 4737 2.9 382
3rd Dam
RuAnn-STI Melo GRL-94024-ET 
VG-87 GMD
4-07 3 365 34780 3.4 1191 2.9 1010
4th Dam
Miss RuAnn Mark Glory-62325-ET
VG-88 GMD DOM
5-10 2 365 35150 3.8 1332 3.1 1094
5th Dam
Jo-Dan Val Glory EX-91 2E
6-05 3 365 34540 3.3 787
6th Dam
Fradan Ro Fond Glory EX-90
3-06 3 362 34540 3.3 787
7th Dam
Ground Round Oak Gloria
EX-95 4E GMD DOM
8-00 2 305 26250 3.8 1000
6th Dam of Lot 8 A,B,C 
FRADAN RO FOND GLORY
7th Dam of Lot 8 A,B,C
 Ground Round Oak Gloria
5th Dam of Lot 8 A,B,C JO-DAN VAL GLORY
DOMINIC AGRESTI ASSALI
1441 E MONTE VISTA RD
CERES, CA  95307
209/542-0281
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
5 Transfers Due 6/2011
CACHE-ACRES DUPLEX RITA-ET                 
62925998 EX-91 3-11
PTA   +381M     +19F     +16P  48%R  8/2010
PTA   +.6PL  3.09SCS  -1.8DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.89T +2.03UDC +2.20FLC  
2-01 3 237 27536 3.8 1042 3.2 885
3-10 3 104 13020 4.1   538 3.1 403 RIP   
Last test: 160 lbs. 5.4%F
MESLAND DUPLEX-ET                          
ESP 9201683779 TV TL
PTA   +125M     -23F     +15P  98%R  8/10
PTA  +3.05T +1.47UDC +1.56FLC GTPI +1487G
REGANCREST S BRAXTON-ET                    
61898423 EX-94 4-00 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +977M     +27F     +19P  87%R  8/10
PTA  -2.3PL  3.07SCS  -3.1DPR 7%DCE




1-10 2 365  25900 4.1 1063 3.0  765
3-03 2 365  28090 4.2 1166 3.1  860
4-07 2 199  21050 3.4  707 2.8  584
9
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                         
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
REGANCREST-PR BARBIE-ET                    
60602011 EX-92 7-01 GMD DOM TV
2-06 2 365  31690 3.9 1237 3.1  990
6-08 2 197  22860 3.7  845 2.7  622
H.M. ALL-AMERICAN JR 3Y COW 2004
3rd Dam
Sikkema-Star Metr Razina -ET 
VG-88 2y EVEVE GMD
2-04 2x 365d 35730 3.4 1203 3.1 1099
4th Dam 
Miss Patron Robin-ET GP-83 DOM
3-02 3x 365f 38,950 3.5 1354 3.2 1251
5th Dam
Dav-Ros Elton Reba-ET VG-88
5-06 3x 365d 45,140 4.0 1813 3.0 1339
6th Dam
CMW Melwood Mina-ET 
EX-90 2E GMD DOM




3-08 2x 365d 24,690 4.1 1011 3.0 747
8th Dam
Rilara Mars Las Ravna 
EX-91 GMD DOM
4-03 2x 305d 29,030 4.6 1330
9th Dam 
Rilara Haven Charming Las-Twin 
VG-87 GMD DOM
6-10 2x 365d 30,490 3.4 1029 2.9 877
10th Dam
Rag Apple Locust-Grove Charm 
VG-88 GMD DOM
5-03 2x 365d 26,320 3.6 948
6th Dam of Lot 8 A,B,C 
FRADAN RO FOND GLORY
7th Dam of Lot 8 A,B,C
 Ground Round Oak Gloria
Dam of Lot 9 CACHE-ACRES DUPLEX RITA-ET
10
JOSEPH AIROSA
P O BOX 1087
TIPTON, CA  93272-1087
559/757-3598
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
7 Pregnancies Due 1/31/2011
Possible Red Carriers 
AIR-OSA SS BLANCA10437-ET                   
 62877494 EX-90 3-10 RC
CTPI +1453 PTA+102M +0F -3P 55%R  8/10
PTA   -.9PL  2.94SCS  -1.0DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +2.48T +1.66UDC +2.39FLC  54%R  8/10
1-11 3 365  27090  3.0  814 3.0  801
3-07 3 305  26630  3.0  786 3.0  809 
PURSUIT SEPTEMBER STORM-ET                 
CAN 6820564 GM 2/07 RC TV TL
PTA   -230M     +34F     -12P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.98T +1.55UDC +2.73FLC  99%R  8/10
AIR-OSA DURHAM 6770                         
60247443 EX-90 3-11 DOM
2-02 3 365  37640 3.3 1253 3.1 1175
3-10 3 365  50820 3.1 1585 3.0 1548
LIFE 1085 109910 3.3 3623 3.2 3509
1st WEST SPRG NATL SR 2Y COW 2003
REGANCREST S BRAXTON-ET                    
61898423 EX-94 4-00 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +977M     +27F     +19P  87%R  8/10
PTA  -2.3PL  3.07SCS  -3.1DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +3.98T +2.62UDC +3.25FLC  80%R  8/10
GTPI +1624G
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                         
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
REGANCREST-PR BARBIE-ET                    
60602011 EX-92 7-01 GMD DOM TV
2-06 2 365  31690 3.9 1237 3.1  990
6-08 2 197  22860 3.7  845 2.7  622
H.M. ALL-AMERICAN JR 3Y COW 2004
3rd Dam
Air-Osa Integrity 5931 VG-86 
VG-MS @ 3-07
3-03 2x 365d 36,660 4.0 1465 3.3 1200
4th Dam
Air-Osa Enhancer Majesty-ET 
VG-88 GMD DOM
7-04 3x 365d 43063 3.4 1483 3.0 1285
Life: 2916d 265,520 3.5 9186 2.9 7794
5th Dam
Gruendale Rotate Queen EX-91 2E GMD 
DOM
6-00 3x 365d 35,850 3.6 1304 3.1 1119
Life: 1602d 117,360 3.6 4207 3.2 2875
•Numerous sons in AI
6th Dam
Gruendale Arlinda QueenB-Twin VG-85
6-08 2x 324d 30,130 3.9 787
Life: 2220d 139,410 3.3 4630
Full sisters to dam
Air-Osa SS Majasty 10436-ET EX-91 EX-MS 
1-11 3 365 29580   3.3  969 3.2  952
1st Junior 2-year-old West. Spring Natl. 2008
Res. All-CA Junior 2-year-old 2008
All-CA Spring Yr. 2007
Air-Osa SS Queen 10401-ET VG-87 
3-05 3 305 25340  3.7  676 2.9 736 
 
Dam of Lot 10
AIR-OSA SS BLANCA 10437-ET






HANFORD, CA  93230-9331
559/583-6700
PAULO-BRO HAKKER P ROX-ET
RIVER-GORGE MARSH MAYRA-ET                  
60439498 VG-87 6-10
PTPI +1530 PTA +685M +25F +18P 63%R  8/10
PTA   +.3PL  2.89SCS  -1.0DPR 9%DCE
PTA +1.26T# +.65UDC# +.97FLC#  39%R  8/10
2-02 2 322  26560 3.6  965 3.0  795
3-02 2 365  31330 3.7 1167 3.1  965
4-10 2 365  35900 3.8 1382 3.2 1143
6-09 2  365   35657  3.9  1373 3.2 1143
LIFE 2076 171926  3.9 6755 3.2 5574
MARA-THON BW MARSHALL-ET                   
2290977 VG-86 5-04 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA  +1292M     +23F     +26P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.63T +1.37UDC +2.14FLC  99%R  8/10
WINDY-KNOLL-VIEW PRONTO-ET                 
132815961 EX-95 5-08 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +543M     +13F     +13P  98%R  8/2010
PTA  +2.5PL  3.21SCS  +1.9DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.01T +1.03UDC +1.54FLC  GTPI +1721G
COMESTAR OUTSIDE-ET                        
CAN 6026421 EX-95 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +244M     +35F      -5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.40T  +.97UDC +1.76FLC  GTPI +1741G
WINDY-KNOLL-VIEW PROMIS-ET                 
18049401 EX-95 2E GMD DOM TV TL
1-11 2 365  28030  3.4  950  3.1  882
3-05 2 365  34670  3.8 1327 3.2 1106
4-08 2 365  44120  3.7 1633 3.2 1401
LIFE 1680 143630  3.7 5339 3.3 4712
VEEMAN-DAIRY MANDEL SILK-ET
17204282 VG-87 3-06
2-00 2 305  21960 3.8  829 3.0  667
3-04 2 305  29830 3.6 1087 3.1  924
4-07 2 305  28690 3.9 1105 3.1  896
6-01 2 365  32650 3.8 1251 3.1 1006
LIFE 1712 140230 3.8 5337 3.1 439
3rd Dam
Scientific Silk Rae -ET EX-90 GMD DOM
3-07 3x 365d 37,370 4.2 1565 3.5 1302
Life: 1751d 122,000 4.44 5329 3.6 4419
4th Dam
C Hanoverhill Tony Rae EX-96 3E GMD DOM 5*
6-11 3x 365d 40,220 4.1 1661 3.3 1331
Life: 2247d 166,396 4.1 6904 3.4 5612
•HM All-American Jr 2-Year-Old 1988
5th Dam
C Hanoverhill TT Roxette-ET EX-94 2E GMD
10-0 3x 365d 35,040 4.3 1518 3.0 1063
Life: 2104d 164,789 4.1 6760 3.1 3587
6th Dam
Mil-R-Mor Roxette EX-90 EEEV GMD DOM 30*
7-01 2x 365 24,530 4.7 1153
Life: 2150d 121,417 4.7 5725
7th Dam
C Glenridge Citation Roxy EX-97 4E GMD 6*
Life: 3620d 209,784 4.5 9471
•Queen of the Breed
8th Dam
C Norton Court Model Vee EX-90
Life: 4183d 218,629 3.9 8581
•All-American Produce of Dam 1977-1979
9th Dam
Norton Court Reflection Vale VG-85 5*




Due 4/10/11 to Gen-Mark Stmatic Sanchez
2-01 2 111 8966  3.7 331 3.1  275 RIP 
2nd Dam of Lot 10 
AIR-OSA DURHAM 6770 Lot 11 Selling
12
G MORASCI, F & C BORBA & F & D BORBA
4601 VIVIAN RD
MODESTO, CA  95358
209/652-7151
NAME AND REGISTRATION PENDING
Born 7/16/10
NELSONS ALLEN LIZ-ET                        
136989264 VG-88 2-10
CTPI +1622 PTA -278M +20F +3P  52%R  8/10
PTA  +1.7PL  3.10SCS  -1.2DPR10%DCE
PTA  +2.31T +2.29UDC +2.22FLC  53%R  8/10
2-09 2 365  28960 4.0 1145 3.3  950
3rd WEST SPRG NATL FALL HFR CALF 2006
CANYON-BREEZE ALLEN-ET                     
17129288 VG-85  TV
PTA   -542M      +0F      -5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.20T +1.24UDC +1.74FLC  99%R  8/10
NELSONS ESTIMATE LIZ                        
129501132 EX-94 2E 8-00
2-03 2 305  19830  4.1  820 3.3  654
4-00 2 305  25240  4.3 1089 3.2  814
5-09 2 305  26290  4.1 1087 3.1  809
7-09 2 365  30180  4.5 1366 3.0  920
LIFE 1891 131030 4.3 5677 3.2 4252
ALL-AMERICAN SPR HFR CALF 2003
1st WEST SPRG NATL WNTR YR HFR & JR CH 2001
GOLDEN-OAKS ST ALEXANDER-ET                
USA 61133837 EX-91 7-00 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +855M     +67F     +27P  92%R  8/10
PTA  +1.2PL  2.88SCS  -2.4DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +2.36T +1.51UDC +1.81FLC  89%R  8/10
GTPI +1790G
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                      
CAN 6947936 GM 2/07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10
NEU-WAY PATRON ALLIE-ET                    
USA 17216847 VG-87 2-08 GMD DOM CV TM
1-11 2 365  35440 3.9 1398 3.1 1101
3rd Dam
Nelsons Storm Liz VG-86 VG-MS
2-04 2x 305d 19,400 3.9 748 3.2 618
Maternal sister to dam 
Nelsons Cousteau Liz EX-91 EX-MS
3-05 2 365  31330  3.6  1122 2.9  920 
All-American Winter Heifer Calf 2004




HANFORD, CA  93230
554/584-4860
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
10 Transfers Made 9/6/10
MARKWELL GOLDWYN MITZI-ET                  
137494657 VG-88 3-01
CTPI +1888M PTA +469M +43F +28P  50%R  8/10
PTA  +1.6PL  2.86SCS   -.4DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.71T +1.73UDC +2.33FLC  55%R  8/10
2-00 3 365  26840 4.2 1120 3.4  906
In 2nd lact. Last test: 104lbs. 4.5% F 3.1% P
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                           
CAN 10705608 GP-84 GM 8/10
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC  99%R  8/10
MARKWELL MORTY FANCY-ET
134877363 EX-91 6-02
2-03 2 365  33950 3.2 1096 3.3 1110
5-09 2 350  31290  4.7 1478 3.3 1022
LIFE 1455 105940 4.2 4498 3.4 3576
3rd Dam
Markwell Outside Fawn-ET 
VG-88 GMD DOM




Ms Markwell Rudlp Rarity-ET VG-88 VG-MS
2-03 2x 365d 26,080 3.9 1016 3.2 841
5th Dam
Markwell Thor Renee-ET VG-87-CAN 7*
2-02 2x 348d 27,269 4.2 1153 3.8 1025
6h Dam
Markwell Bstar E Raven – ET
 EX-95 3E GMD DOM
4-09 2x 365d 37,610 4.3 1580 3.4 1255
Life: 2387d 160,020 4.1 6623 3.6 5763
•1st Dry Aged Cow Western Fall/Nat 1997
•Queen of the Breed Finalist 
7th Dam
Markwell Mark Elite EX-92 4E GMD DOM
7-00 2x 365d 36,230 3.9 1426 3.2 1165
Life: 3736d 211,430 3.8 8108 3.6 7533
8th Dam
Rockalli Mars Emily EX-94
 EEEEE 4E GMD DOM
3-10 2x 365d 28,270 3.7 1050 3.5 988
Life: 3113d 182,970 3.8 7016 3.5 6330
 
3rd Dam
Nelsons Storm Liz VG-86 VG-MS
2-04 2x 305d 19,400 3.9 748 3.2 618
Full sister to dam
Markwell Goldwyn Medina-ET VG-87 
GTPI +1912G +495M +54F +2.0P +3.03T
2-01 2 365  33380 4.6 1520 3.0 1013 
Maternal Brothers to Lot 13
Genie-J Shottle Miles-ET GTPI+2057
Genie-J Shottle Mikka-ET GTPI+1984
DE-SU OBSERVER-ET                          
65917481 TR TV TL TD
PTA  +1194M     +54F     +39P  77%R  8/10
PTA  +7.6PL  2.65SCS  +1.6DPR 4%DCE
PTA  +2.62T +2.80UDC  +.99FLC  71%R  8/10
GTPI +2359G
ENSENADA TABOO PLANET-ET                   
60597003 EX-90 TR TV TL TD
PTA  +1800M     +59F     +53P  91%R  8/10
PTA  +1.61T +1.53UDC  -.55FLC  GTPI +2092G
DE-SU OMAN 6121-ET                         
61681442 VG-86 GMD DOM TL
2-01 3 365  34770  4.3 1505 3.2 1108










131604092 EX-90 3-09 TV
CTPI +1495 PTA-140M -10F +6P 76%R  8/10
PTA   -.1PL  3.06SCS   -.7DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +2.52T +1.96UDC +1.30FLC  71%R  8/10
2-03 2 365  23330 4.1  956 3.3  779
3-06 2 365  29310 3.4 1011 3.1  905
REGANCREST ELTON DURHAM-ET                 
2250783 EX-90 GM 8/01 TR CV TL
PTA   -332M     -37F      +4P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.46T +2.32UDC +2.11FLC  GTPI+1535G
MARKWELL MERRILL RIVIERA-ET
15728100 EX-90 5-02
2-01 2 305  19980 4.1  811 3.1  622
4-05 2 365  31800 4.9 1557 3.3 1065
GEN-MARK STMATIC SANCHEZ                   
134422312 EX-94 6-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +791M      +6F     +19P  92%R  8/10
PTA   +.0PL  2.98SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +3.14T +2.19UDC +2.27FLC  89%R  8/10
GTPI +1664G
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                     
CAN 6947936 GM 2-07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10
GEN-MARK BW MAR WINNIE-ET                  
131652910 EX-90 6-06 2E GMD
2-01 2 365  32980   3.6 1172 2.8  930
4-08 2 365  43690   3.6 1555 2.7 1172
LIFE 1463 132550  3.6 4737 2.9 382
3rd Dam 
Markwell Bstar E Raven-ET 
EX-95 3E GMD DOM 
4-09 2  365 37610  4.3  1580  3.4 1255 
LIFE 2387 160020 4.1  6623  3.6 5763
4th Dam
Markwell Mark Elite EX-92 4E GMD DOM
7-00 2x 365d 36,230 3.9 1426 3.2 1165
Life: 3736d 211,430 3.8 8108 3.6 7533
5th Dam
Rockalli Mars Emily EX-94 EEEEE 4E GMD 
DOM
3-10 2x 365d 28,270 3.7 1050 3.5 988
Life: 3113d 182,970 3.8 7016 3.5 6330
Maternal Sisters to Lot 14
Cranehill Fancy Stormat-ET EX-90 EX-MS
3-02 2 365  28410 4.2  1205  3.1  887
Cranehill Titanic Renni-ET VG-89 
2-03 2 365  39230  3.8 1495 3.3 1303
Cranehill Champion 8270 VG-87 EX-MS
2-01 2 305  30890  2.5  764  3.1  958 
Cranehill Titanic Raneda-ET VG-87 
2-01 2 342  30260  3.8 1151 3.0  922 
Lot 14 Selling





PETALUMA, CA  94954
707/484-3798
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
Two born in June, Two due in September
ZENDI DUNDEE EXHILARATE-ET                  
62630823 VG-88 3-10
PTPI 1408 PTA +94M -19F -6P  54%R  8/10
PTA   +.2PL  3.12SCS   +.3DPR 9%DCE
PTA +1.68T#+1.98UDC# +.88FLC#  38%R  8/10
2-02 2 365  26980 3.4  906 3.1  825
3-05 2 343  30320 3.1  950 3.0  902
Supreme Champion Sonoma County Fair 2010
REGANCREST DUNDEE-ET                       
127640114 EX-95 TV TL
PTA   -489M     -25F     -10P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +2.04T +2.12UDC  +.84FLC  99%R  8/2010
ZENDI OUTSIDE EXOTIC-ET                     
60643508 EX-91 6-05 2E 
2-03 2 305  26200   2.9  748  2.7  718
3-07 2 305  26240   3.1  823  2.7  714
4-08 2 305  26170   2.9  766  2.8  731
 6-02 2 305  32150  3.1  991  2.5  795
LIFE 1390 118920  3.0 3579 2.7 3210
3rd Dam
Zendi Royal Empess EX-91 EX-MS 2E
3-09 2x 305d 29,310 3.2 924 3.0 877
4th Dam 
Zendi Van-Mark Ebony EX-96 EEEEE 2E
6-01 2x 365d 20,420 4.1 1655 3.0 1230
Life: 214,160 3.8 8089 3.2 6749
•Grand Champion Western Fall/Nat 1996
•Grand Champion Western Fall/Nat 1997
•Grand Champion Western Fall/Nat 1998
•1st Dry Aged Cow International Show 1997
 
GEN-MARK STMATIC SANCHEZ                   
134422312 EX-94 6-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +791M      +6F     +19P  92%R  8/10
PTA   +.0PL  2.98SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +3.14T +2.19UDC +2.27FLC  89%R  8/10
GTPI +1664G
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                     
CAN 6947936 GM 2-07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10
GEN-MARK BW MAR WINNIE-ET                  
131652910 EX-90 6-06 2E GMD
2-01 2 365  32980 3.6 1172 2.8  930
4-08 2 365  43690 3.6 1555 2.7 1172
LIFE 1463 132550  3.6 4737 2.9 382
Full sister to 2nd Dam
Zendi Outside Eve-ET EX-92 
2-08 2 365 32090 4.5 1442 3.0 965 
2nd Place California Futurity 2004 
3rd Jr. 2-Yr-Old Cow California State Show 2004
Dam of Lot 14 




SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA  93407
805/756-1616
5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
ATWOOD X POLY HI METRO BARBIE
 
 
POLY HI METRO BARBIE
61952356 VG-87 EX-MS 
1-11 2 286  19870  4.2  840 3.3  658
2-10 2 365  35710  4.1 1472 3.3 1176
SIKKEMA-STAR-W HI METRO-ET                 
17093333 EX-96 CV TL TD
PTA   -704M     -19F      -4P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.54T +2.63UDC +2.02FLC GTPI +1338G
POLY LARTIST BOBBIN
60644613 VG-87 4-02
1-10 3 336  26130  4.0 1058 3.2  841
2-11 2 365  33790  3.9 1327 3.0 1018
4-01 2 164  19620  3.9  768  2.9  561
COMESTAR LARTIST-ET                        
CAN 6663976 TV TL
PTA -317M  +0F -3P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +.49T  +.01UDC  +.28FLC GTPI +1368G
POLY TESK BOBBIN-ET                        
14778129 EX-91 4-11
2-04 2 308  23120  4.0  930 3.1  727
3-04 2 365  31230  3.6 1134 3.2 1011
4-09 2 358  30870  3.4 1058 3.2  986
5-11 2 365  29670  3.6 1072 3.2  956
7-02 2 305  27900  3.6 1014 3.3  923
8-10 2 342  30500  3.1  950  3.1  953
LIFE  2151 180110 3.6 6411  3.2 5793
MAPLE-DOWNS-I G W ATWOOD-ET                
CAN 8956379 VG-87 TV TL
PTA   +573M     +55F     +27P  79%R  8/10
PTA  +1.8PL  2.82SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +4.62T +3.25UDC +3.88FLC  74%R  8/10
GTPI +2067G
GEN-MARK STMATIC SANCHEZ                                                      
134422312 EX-94 TR TV TL TD               
PTA   +791M      +6F     +19P  92%R  8/10                                     
PTA   +.0PL  2.98SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE                                 
PTA  +3.14T +2.19UDC +2.27FLC  89%R  8/10                   
GTPI +1664G





POLY CHARM BEDELIA 
VG-85 GMD DOM 
5-10 2 365  31910  3.8  1218  3.1  979 
LIFE 1781  132120 4.0 5345  3.1  4114 
5th dam
POLY BANNER BELINDA GP-83 
2-00 2 342  22230  4.0   896  3.2  711
6th dam
POLY STAR BLUEBELL-TWIN
 EX-90 EX-MS 
6-09 2 344  24360  4.5  1088  3.3  794  
LIFE 1661 104420 4.0  4225  
Maternal Sister to Lot 16 & 16A
Poly Dameon Becky VG-88 
2-02 2 320 25550 3.4 869 3.2 818 
Dam of Lot 16 & 16A POLY HI METRO BARBI




NIPOMO, CA  93444-9138
805/929-6697
MI-SHA SHOTTLE SOPHIE-ET




128290956 EX-93 9-01 3E 98%RHA-NA
2-00 2 365  29170   3.7 1083 3.3  950
3-08 2 365  30160   4.9 1484 3.3  992
5-02 3 365  25420   3.4  858  2.7  686
7-01 3 305  19490   3.5  690  3.2  628
LIFE 1717 119540  4.0 4767 3.1 3754
TO-MAR BLACKSTARS HERO-ET
2131483 GP-81 TV TL TD
PTA   -304M     -32F     -10P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.22T  -.03UDC  -.30FLC  99%R  8/10
TOLLENAARS AEROSTAR 643                    
15759355 EX-93 2E GMD DOM TV TL
2-00 2 289  21010    4.1  859 3.3  689
2-11 2 306  26220    4.1 1081 3.0  795
3-11 2 324  28980    4.1 1186 3.0  862
5-00 2 365  32250    5.9 1895 3.0  980
6-02 2 365  27870    5.1 1411 3.1  867
7-06 2 338  30920    5.4 1679 2.8  8726
8-07 2 365  40300    4.4 1771 3.0 1206
10-11 2 257  23870  4.4 1051 2.7  642
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.2PL  2.70SCS  -2.3DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2047G
CAROL PRELUDE MTOTO-ET                    
ITA 6001001962 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +648M     +28F     +10P  99%R  8/2010
PTA   +.32T  -.01UDC  +.67FLC  GTPI +1699G
CONDON AERO SHARON                          
CAN 5373153 CTPI +1159
Maternal sisters to Lot 17 
Tollenaars Courier 2884-ET 
VG-86 VG-MS
1-11 2x 326 26290 5.7 1486 3.0 781
Tollenaars Courier 2889-ET VG-85
2-00 2x 313 21520 4.7 1005 3.2 693
Full sisters to Athena
Tollenaars R Hero Audrey-ET VG-88 
3-11 2x 365 25500 5.1 1310 3.3 839
Tollenaars Ruero Addie-ET  VG-87
2-09 3x 310 28070 4.3 1217 3.3 924
Tollenaars Rhero Ally-ET VG-87
3-08 2x 365 32030 5.1 1644 3.2 1025
Maternal sister to Athena
Tollenaars Hunter Annie VG-88 
6-05 2x 365 44800 5.6 2499 2.8 1270
MADAWASKA AEROSTAR
383622C EX-CAN GM 8/99 TV TL
PTA +355M -2F +14P 99R 4/09
PTA +.12T -.34UDC +1.65FLC 
TOLLENAARS CLEITUS 59 
15759350 VG-85 VG-MS
3-01 2 365 22660   4.1 1092  3.3  865
4-08 2 365 24610   4.3 1048  3.0  699 
5-08 2 305 22990   3.8  881   3.0  699
LIFE 1429 101660 4.2 4238  3.3 3370




5601 MOUNTAIN VIEW RD
TURLOCK, CA  95382-9520
209/634-4500
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE 
2 Laurin Females born September 2010
LYLEHAVEN RUBENS MARYANN-ET                 
134070841 EX-91 3-05
2-00 2 365  29100 4.4 1267 3.4  988
3-03 2 325  31080 4.3 1330 3.5 1075
4-03 2 365  35680 4.1 1453 3.1 1115
5-04 2 365  33590 3.9 1296 3.2 1079
LIFE 1475 132810 4.2 5520 3.3 4387
STBVQ RUBENS-ET                            
CAN 5844883 VG-88 GM 8/04 RC TV TL
PTA   -594M     -20F      +0P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.31T +1.91UDC  +.25FLC  GTPI +1376G
LYLEHAVEN SKY MICKEE-ET                     
15739548 EX-92 3E GMD DOM
2-07 2 365  26720 4.3 1149 3.0  806
4-11 2 365  35730 4.2 1501 2.8  998
6-06 2 365  32270 4.1 1323 2.9  943
8-02 2 365  38310 4.0 1527 2.9 1101
LIFE 2408 194670  4.1 8043 3.0 5876
4th Dam
G-Metcalf Valiant Mist-ET 
EX-94 2E GMD DOM
5-03 2x 365d 34,440 4.2 1445 3.2 1093
5th Dam
Mity-Fine Matt Misty EX-96 2E GMD DOM
5-07 2x 365d 27,080 3.8 1028 2.9 781
6th Dam
Murco P I Mike Mit EX-93 2E GMD
5-02 2x 305 24,300 3.0 739
Life: 2494d 157,290 3.3 5186
7th Dam
Beerston Pioneer Mitzi VG-86
Life: 2276d 115,690 3.6 4114
DEN-K MARSHALL LL LAURIN                   
132480026 EX-94 5-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +452M     +27F     +12P  98%R  8/10
PTA  -1.0PL  2.94SCS   -.9DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +1.74T  +.99UDC +1.03FLC  92%R  8/10
GTPI +1475G
MARA-THON BW MARSHALL-ET                   
2290977 VG-86 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA  +1292M     +23F     +26P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.63T +1.37UDC +2.14FLC  GTPI +1518G
MS SUNNYHOME LIL-LEE                        
128573064 EX-90 2E GMD DOM 
2-03 3 365  39390 2.9 1132 3.1 1204
3-10 2 351  44310 3.2 1430 3.1 1392
6-00 3 365  35290 3.1 1086 3.1 1083
LIFE 1497 154460 3.2 4879 3.1 4810
DONNANDALE SKYCHIEF-ET              
CAN 391661 EX GM 2/01 TL
PTA   -338M     -13F     -12P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.07T  +.83UDC  -.96FLC  99%R  8/2010
LYLEHAVEN-MIST STAR MAYA-ET
12876820 EX-92 2E 6-05
2-05 2 365  17460     4.5  789 3.4  591
3-06 2 356  17240     4.2  730 3.4  585
5-09 2 365  31130     4.6 1419 3.1  967
8-01 2 365  32160     4.5 1433 3.1 1004
LIFE 1752 108780    4.5 4921 3.3 3545
Maternal sister:  
Lylehaven Durham Marriet EX-94 2E
3-04 2 365 33520   4.8 1593 3.4 1134 
LIFE 1205 103340 4.5 4632 3.4 3562
All-American Sr 2 Year Old 2004
Grand Champion CA State Show 2005
Dam of Lot 18 LYLEHAVEN RUBENS MARYANN-ET
19
CALORI-D HOLSTEINS, STEPHEN & REBEKAH 
CALVIN & LORRAINE MAST
2621 HALL RD
DENAIR, CA  95316
209/667-7783
CALORI-D DRS LAURIN LIZA-ET 
Reg No. 140527315
Born: 1/3/10
WINTERFIELD GIBSON LORRAINE                
132119391 EX-90 2E 6-01
CTPI +1097M PTA -1008M -25F -35P  70%R  8/10
PTA   -.1PL  2.95SCS  -1.4DPR12%DCE
PTA  +1.47T +1.30UDC  -.27FLC  67%R  8/10
2-01 2 305  16130  4.1  663  3.1  506
3-09 2 365  25610  4.2 1072 3.2  811
5-02 2 365  27980  3.8 1076 3.0  847
6-06 2 339  30700  4.2 1299 3.0  934
7-07 2 244  19320  4.1  793  3.0  574
LIFE 2025 140350 4.1 5820 3.1 4409
SILKY GIBSON-ET                            
CAN 6215479 EX-96 TV TL
PTA   -966M     +10F     -19P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.48T +1.06UDC  +.16FLC GTPI +1294G
IDEE ASTRE LIANA
CAN 6733106 EX-94 6-04 2E
2-02 2 330  20140  3.1  625 2.9  582
3-02 2 365  20790  3.0  625 2.9  613
4-05 2 311  27550  3.2  888 2.7  755
5-05 2 365  25670  3.1  797 2.8  714
6-09 2 305  25100  3.2  806 2.9  723
LIFE 1856 125940  3.1 3935 2.8 3585
3rd Dam
C Ravenswell Lydia EX-92 EEEE DOM
5-01 2x 365d 24,578 4.6 1125 3.2 779
4th Dam
Spring Farm Miss Lynn-ET VG-CAN
2-11 2x 329d 22,335 4.0 888 3.6 811
5th Dam
Spring Farm Miss Connie VG-88 2*
8-00 2x 305d 21,420 3.9 840
Life: 108,757 3.9 4273
6th Dam
Spring Farm Miss Citation VG-87 3*
6-04 2x 365d 27,725 3.8 1054
Life: 242,021 3.6 8814
7th Dam
Spring Farm Miss Pathfinder VG-CAN 5*
10-6 2x 395d 26,338 3.5 924
Life: 242,021 3.6 8814
8th Dam
Spring Farm Fond Pathfinder VG-CAN 5*
6-05 2x 365d 21,047 3.8 802
Life: 202,334 3.7 7582
9th Dam
Eveermont Pathfinder Ormsby VG-CAN 3*
Life: 190,482 3.6 6927
•HM All-Canadian 3 Yr Old 1948
10th Dam
Eveermot Pabst Ormsby VG-CAN 3*
12-0 2x 365d 16,246 3.9 635
 
DONNANDALE SKYCHIEF-ET              
CAN 391661 EX GM 2/01 TL
PTA   -338M     -13F     -12P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.07T  +.83UDC  -.96FLC  99%R  8/2010
LYLEHAVEN-MIST STAR MAYA-ET
12876820 EX-92 2E 6-05
2-05 2 365  17460     4.5  789 3.4  591
3-06 2 356  17240     4.2  730 3.4  585
5-09 2 365  31130     4.6 1419 3.1  967
8-01 2 365  32160     4.5 1433 3.1 1004
LIFE 1752 108780    4.5 4921 3.3 3545
DEN-K MARSHALL LL LAURIN                   
132480026 EX-94 5-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +452M     +27F     +12P  98%R  8/10
PTA  -1.0PL  2.94SCS   -.9DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +1.74T  +.99UDC +1.03FLC  92%R  8/10
GTPI +1475G
MARA-THON BW MARSHALL-ET                   
2290977 VG-86 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA  +1292M     +23F     +26P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.63T +1.37UDC +2.14FLC  GTPI +1518G
MS SUNNYHOME LIL-LEE                        
128573064 EX-90 2E GMD DOM 
2-03 3 365  39390  2.9 1132 3.1 1204
3-10 2 351  44310  3.2 1430 3.1 1392
6-00 3 365  35290  3.1 1086 3.1 1083
LIFE 1497 154460 3.2 4879 3.1 4810
3rd WEST SPRG NATL SR 2Y COW 2002
Maternal sister to 2nd Dam 
Idee Lustre-ET EX-95 3E
5-04 3 365 55480 5.0 2276  3.2 1774 
LIFE        163,999 4.8 7835  3.3 5337
Grand Champion Royal Winter Fair 2002 
Dam of Lot 19 WINTERFIELD GIBSON LORRAINE
20
LAZY-A HOLSTEINS
28336 WEST BAMBAUER RD
GUSTINE, CA  95322
209/854-3775




CAN 9206503 EX-92 4-03
CTPI +1255 PTA -1196M -13F -31P 69%R  8/10
PTA   +.0PL  3.32SCS  +1.8DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +1.15T +1.17UDC  +.74FLC  69%R  8/10
2-00 2 319  25780 3.1  808 3.0  763
3-00 2 300  26370 3.8 1004 3.1  825
3-11 2 253  23460 4.4 1036 3.2  739
1st WEST SPRG NATL SPR YR HFR, R JR CH 2001
1st WEST SPRG NATL JR 2Y COW 2002
CONANT-ACRES-JY BROKER-ET                  
CAN 389459 EX TV TL
PTA  -1589M     -12F     -35P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.05T  -.42UDC  -.90FLC  GTPI +1123G
BLUEBIRD PRES SONYA                         
CAN 5236039 VG-86
3-04 2 365  26,464  3.1  816  3.1 809 
LIFE          102,062  3.5 3593 3.1 3168
REGANCREST DUNDEE-ET                       
127640114 EX-95 6-08 TV TL
PTA   -489M     -25F     -10P  99%R  8/10
PTA  -2.6PL  3.06SCS   -.3DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +2.04T +2.12UDC  +.84FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +1268G
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                      
CAN 6947936 GM 2/07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10
SNOW-N DENISES DELLIA                      
12895802 EX-95 2E GMD DOM TV TL
2-01 2 365  23550      3.6  855   3.2  755
4-00 2 365  31590      3.6 1153  3.1  968
6-00 2 365  35230      4.0 1425  3.0 1049
7-06 2 365  35610      4.0 1431  2.9 1035
LIFE 2558  180240    3.9 7108  3.2 5723
3rd Dam
Bluebird Citamatt Sabrina VG-85-5Y-CAN
5-01 2x 311 26,535 4.3 1131 3.3 875
Life: 114,886 4.2 4791 3.2 3717
4th Dam
Saskario Centurion Sheik VG-85-5Y-CAN
6-06 2x 365d 23,534 4.4 1027
Life: 182,365 4.1 7533
Full sisters to lot 20:
Lazy-A Dundee Susann-ET EX-92
1st 5 Year Old, Sr & Grand Champion 
2010 Western Spring National Junior Show
Reserve Grand Champion 2010 
CA State Holstein Show & 2010 CA State Fair
Lazy-A Dundee Susann-992-ET VG-88 2yr
2008 Grand Champion 
California State Junior Holstein Show
Lazy-A Finley Sy-Ann EX-91 EX-MS 
2-05 2 327 21850  3.5  771  3.1 677 
Full Sister to Lot 20 LAZY-A DUNDEE SUSANN-ET
21
MANUEL SILVEIRA III
23356 W SHORT AVE
HILMAR, CA  95324
209/632-3452
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
4 Females Born June 2010
THIRD-DEGREE GLDWYN HALE-ET                
62500314 EX-90 3-07
GTPI +1839G PTA   +929M  +42F +37P  82%R  8/10
PTA  +305NM   +.03%F   +.03%P
PTA   +.9PL  2.96SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.59T +2.06UDC +1.90FLC  78%R  8/10
3-01 2 365  32540  3.9  1301  3.3  1098 
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                           
CAN 10705608 GP-84 GM 8/10
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC  99%R  8/10
THIRD-DEGREE MORTY HOPE-ET
61573443 VG-88 3-05
2-00 2 305  26330 3.6  939 3.0  802
3-04 2 305  32130 2.8  902 3.1  981
4-09 2 305  23310 3.7  862 2.8  663
MS ATLEES SHT AFTERSHOCK-ET               
65249839 VG-87 2-02 TV TL
PTA  +1108M     +50F     +28P  80%R  8/10
PTA  +2.3PL  2.77SCS  -3.0DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.90T +2.98UDC +2.44FLC  75%R  8/10
GTPI +1951G
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  GTPI +2047G
MD-DELIGHT DURHAM ATLEE-ET                 
USA 131704103 EX-92 4-02 DOM 
2-08 2 365  32520 4.3 1400 3.1 1013
3-11 2 365  38290 5.5 2091 3.1 1177
3rd Dam
Third-Degree DRHM Haley-ET VG-88
1-11 2x 305d 20,830 4.0 824 3.3 682
4th Dam
Third- Degree Jolt Hope-ET VG-86
3-3 2x 305d 27,810 3.0 827 3.1 863
5th Dam
K-Gay-Ridge BS Hope VG-87
4-10 2x 35d 23,160 4.0 922 3.10 715
6th Dam
C-Reindale Marvel Hope VG-89 2y
2-3 2x 327d 20,630 4.6 945 3.4 710
•2nd International Sr 3Y Cow 1993
Full sisters to lot 20:
Lazy-A Dundee Susann-ET EX-92
1st 5 Year Old, Sr & Grand Champion 
2010 Western Spring National Junior Show
Reserve Grand Champion 2010 
CA State Holstein Show & 2010 CA State Fair
Lazy-A Dundee Susann-992-ET VG-88 2yr
2008 Grand Champion 
California State Junior Holstein Show
Lazy-A Finley Sy-Ann EX-91 EX-MS 
2-05 2 327 21850  3.5  771  3.1 677 









HALO OUTSIDE DARLING-ET                    
134733670 EX-93 2E 6-08
GTPI +1542G PTA +508M +1F +0P  83%R  8/10
PTA  +1.3PL  2.98SCS   +.9DPR10%DCE
PTA  +1.78T +1.05UDC +1.53FLC  77%R  8/10
2-00 2 365  27470 3.9 1084 3.1  843
3-07 2 365  40260 3.8 1548 3.3 1316
COMESTAR OUTSIDE-ET                        
CAN 6026421 EX-95 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +244M     +35F      -5P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.40T  +.97UDC +1.76FLC  GTPI +1741G
HALO FORMATION DECAL                       
USA 125401654 VG-88 GMD DOM TV
2-01 2 365  34110 3.6 1233 2.9 1000
3-10 2 365  41500 3.8 1590 2.9 1210
6-07 2 365  38790 3.6 1404 2.9 1125
LIFE 2170 181570 3.7 6708 3.0 5495
SANDY-VALLEY TALENT-ET                     
USA 134426763 GP-83 5-01 TV TL
PTA   +152M     +44F     +11P  93%R  8/10
PTA  +1.9PL  3.08SCS  +1.6DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +1.09T +1.10UDC +1.52FLC  90%R  8/10
GTPI +1738G
ALZI JUROR FORD                            
ITA 3604039709 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +103M     +23F     +11P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.89T  +.97UDC +1.21FLC  GTPI +1640G
REGANCREST-JB TATUM-ET                    
17385483 VG-87 2-06 DOM 
2-04 3 365  32682  3.6 1163 3.1  997
3rd Dam
Halo Luke Devine-ET VG-87 DOM
3-2 2x 395d 29,680 3.4 1009 3.0 899
4th Dam
Halo Blackstar Deba EX-92 2E GMD DOM
6-2 2x 395d 39,680 4.1 1609 3.0 1173
Life: 1642d 135,900 4.1 5540 3.2 4303
5th Dam
Halo Bell Devine VG-86 GMD DOM
3-6 2x 365d 32,720 4.2 1388 3.1 1005
6th Dam
Halo Valiant Desma EX-90 2E GMD DOM
4-2 2x 365d 31,180 4.0 1258 3.0 945
Life: 1859d 123,620 4.1 5021 3.0 3677
7th Dam
Halo Tradition Desire VG-85 GMD DOM
4-3 2x 365d 29,100 3.6 1040 2.8 809
Life: 1875d 139,420 3.6 4966 2.8 3970
8th Dam
Halo Conductor Devine EX-90 2E DOM
5-0 2x 365d 32,650 3.6 1163 2.9 957
Life: 2876d 184,160 3.7 6743 2.9 5311
Dam of Lot 22 HALO OUTSIDE DARLING-ET
23
MCCLELLANDS DAIRY
GEORGE & DORA MCCLELLAND
PETALUMA, CA  94952
707/664-0452
MCCLELLAND DUNDEE J EVE-ET         
Reg No. 139952162       Born: 3/10/09
DUE 3/19/2011 TO JENNY-LOU MARSHALL TOYSTORY-ET
MCCLELLAND NICK JOLT EVE-ET                 
60127246 EX-93 3E
2-00 2 365  25800  4.4 1125 3.2  837
3-02 2 365  28400  3.7 1043 3.4  968
4-06 2 365  32220  4.2 1349 3.3 1077
5-10 2 365  36700  4.2 1547 3.5 1275
7-03 2 365  29980  4.1 1231 3.2  951
8-05 2 321  23600  4.0  949  3.2  751
LIFE 2665 211110 4.1 8720 3.3 7019
SECOND-LOOK JOLT                           
2149849 EX-90 GM 8/03
PTA   -779M     +18F     -13P  99%R  8/2010
PTA   +.79T  +.07UDC  +.61FLC  GTPI +1372G
MCCLELLAND NICK EVE 2-ET                    
14510719 VG-87 5-11
2-00 2 324  20800     3.8  791 3.1  645
3-01 2 309  23020     3.5  816 3.1  721
4-02 2 305  29900     2.8  826 3.0  896
5-03 2 305  27030     3.2  878 3.0  809
6-05 2 353  31520     3.0  961 3.0  948
7-07 2 365  29770     3.4  998 3.1  927
LIFE 2097 168770    3.3 5499 3.1 5181
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                      
CAN 6947936 GM 2/07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10
SNOW-N DENISES DELLIA                      
12895802 EX-95 2E GMD DOM TV TL
2-01 2 365  23550     3.6  855 3.2  755
4-00 2 365  31590     3.6 1153 3.1  968
6-00 2 365  35230     4.0 1425 3.0 1049
7-06 2 365  35610     4.0 1431 2.9 1035
LIFE 2558  180240   3.9 7108 3.2 5723
REGANCREST DUNDEE-ET                       
127640114 EX-95 6-08 TV TL
PTA   -489M     -25F     -10P  99%R  8/10
PTA  -2.6PL  3.06SCS   -.3DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +2.04T +2.12UDC  +.84FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +1268G
3rd Dam
MCCLELLAND SKY JOLK EVE 
VG-88 GMD DOM
6-00 2 365 35290  3.5  1252  2.9  1026 
4th Dam
MCCLELLAND CONDUCTOR EVE-TWIN 
GP-82 
3-10 2 344  27260  3.6  982
5th Dam
MCCLELLAND KINGPIN  VG-88 GMD
7-09 2 365  24920  3.9 962 
6th Dam
MCCLELLAND CLIMAX ELEANOR VG-85
7-09 2 305 18450   3.6 666
LIFE 1940 107600 3.7 3963
Maternal Sister to Lot 23:
MCCLELLAND SKYFAME EVE-ET 
VG-85 VG-MS at 2-02 
1-11 2 365 24450  3.8  917  2.9  712 
Same family as Lot 23: 
MCCLELLAND RUMBLE ELSE EX-95
LIFE 2626 204560 3.9 8056 3.0 6074
MCCELELLAND HIGHLIGHT ELISSA EX-94 
LIFE 2284 135530 4.2 5681 3.6 4815












PTA  +2.84T +2.02UDC +1.96FLC  55%R  8/10
1-11 2 365  24180 3.3  787 2.9  695
3-02 2 365  20100 3.2  908 2.9 801 
1 EX and 6 VG Sisters
ROYLANE JORDAN-ET                          
17064727 EX-95 GM 2/04 TV TL
PTA  -340M  -8F -13P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.97T +1.91UDC  +.24FLC  GTPI +1323G
VELVET-VIEW-KJ SUNBURST-ET               
132825351 EX-93 GMD DOM 
2-04 2 365  34310  3.4 1151 2.8  947
4-00 2 365  34860  3.6 1265 2.9  998
6-01 2 365  37450  3.2 1201 2.6  987
LIFE 1953 152530 3.4 5153 2.8 4317
3rd Dam
Sher-Est Prelude Sweet-ET 
EX-92 GMD DOM *TV
4-07 2x 365d 33,700 5.1 1723 3.4 1138
Life: 1858d 134,240 4.5 6099 3.4 4592
4th Dam
Sher-Est S-Wind Saturday-ET 
EX-90 GMD DOM
4-04 2x 365d 41,420 4.6 1914 3.2 1340
5th Dam
Eng-Our-Acres Mark Sandy EX-91 EEEEE
5-05 2x 365d 38,940 3.9 1508 2.9 1148
Life: 1845d 131,861 4.1 5471 3.2 4231
6th Dam
Buena-Vista Tony Sandy EX-91 2E
8-01 2x 365d 23,220 3.4 799 3.2 742
Life: 2187d 125,290 3.7 5681
7th Dam
Buena-Vista Riley Sandy EX-90 EX-MS
4-04 2x 365d 24,860 3.4 853
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                     
CAN 6947936 GM 2-07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10
GEN-MARK BW MAR WINNIE-ET                  
131652910 EX-90 6-06 2E GMD
2-01 2 365  32980 3.6 1172 2.8  930
4-08 2 365  43690 3.6 1555 2.7 1172
LIFE 1463 132550  3.6 4737 2.9 382
GEN-MARK STMATIC SANCHEZ                   
134422312 EX-94 6-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +791M      +6F     +19P  92%R  8/10
PTA   +.0PL  2.98SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +3.14T +2.19UDC +2.27FLC  89%R  8/10
GTPI +1664G





HILMAR, CA  95324
209/634-7523
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
11 Pregnancies Due January 2011
*Special Terms
Above $5000, receive 25% refund if dam does 
not score VG by end of first lactation 
CABERNET GWN SHINE-ET
64956859
GTPI +2043G PTA  +1386M +58F +47P 79%R  8/10
PTA  +432NM   +.03%F   +.02%P
PTA  +1.5PL  2.79SCS  -2.8DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +3.85T +2.68UDC +2.78FLC  73%R  8/10
Carries three A.I. Contracts
Due to calve 3/15/2011
Full brother to dam
CABERNET GWN SHANE-ET 
GTPI +2132
Top 100 GTPI Young Sire 
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                           
CAN 10705608 GP-84 GM 8/10
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC GTPI +2078G
CABERNET SHOTTLE SHINE-ET
62517544 VG-85 2-04 
CTPI +1871 +1438M +56F +39P 
+3.00T +1.31UDC +2.59 FLC
2-01 2 322 33995  3.3 1116  3.1 1060
3-07 2 302 28743  3.3  938   3.1  881 
DE-SU OBSERVER-ET                          
65917481 TR TV TL TD
PTA  +1194M     +54F     +39P  77%R  8/10
PTA  +7.6PL  2.65SCS  +1.6DPR 4%DCE
PTA  +2.62T +2.80UDC  +.99FLC  71%R  8/10
GTPI +2359G
ENSENADA TABOO PLANET-ET                   
60597003 EX-90 TR TV TL TD
PTA  +1800M     +59F     +53P  91%R  8/10
PTA  +1.61T +1.53UDC  -.55FLC  GTPI +2092G
3rd Dam
Velvet-View-KJ Sunburst-ET  
EX-93 GMD DOM 
6-01 2 365  37450 3.2 1201 2.6  987
LIFE 1552 132210 3.4 4531 2.8 3730
4th Dam
Sher-Est Prelude Sweet-ET 
EX-92 GMD DOM *TV
4-07 2x 365d 33,700 5.1 1723 3.4 1138
Life: 1858d 134,240 4.5 6099 3.4 4592
5th Dam
Sher-Est S-Wind Saturday-ET 
EX-90 GMD DOM
4-04 2x 365d 41,420 4.6 1914 3.2 1340
6th Dam
Eng-Our-Acres Mark Sandy EX-91 EEEEE
5-05 2x 365d 38,940 3.9 1508 2.9 1148
Life: 1845d 131,861 4.1 5471 3.2 4231
7th Dam
Buena-Vista Tony Sandy EX-91 2E
8-01 2x 365d 23,220 3.4 799 3.2 742
Life: 2187d 125,290 3.7 5681
8th Dam
Buena-Vista Riley Sandy EX-90 EX-MS
4-04 2x 365d 24,860 3.4 853
DE-SU OMAN 6121-ET                         
61681442 VG-86 GMD DOM TL
2-01 3 365  34770  4.3 1505 3.2 1108
Dam of Lot 25 CABERNET GWN SHINE-ET
26
ADAM JOHN VAN EXEL
20002 THORNTON RD
LODI, CA  95242-9632
209/334-3292
EXELS CONTENDER MIA 15940 *RC               
Reg No. 68666700
Born 3/1/10
EXELS TALENT MARCY 12914
USA 62044212 VG-85 2-08
CTPI +1331 PTA -580M -37F -15P  58%R  8/10
PTA  +2.7PL  2.99SCS   -.4DPR10%DCE
PTA  +1.43T +1.10UDC  +.25FLC  55%R  8/10
2-05 3 356  28690 3.3  953 2.9  828
3-06 3 365  35320 3.4 1209 2.9 1032
LADINO PARK TALENT-IMP-ET                  
AUS 930377 TV TL
PTA   -211M     -29F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.04T +2.30UDC  +.85FLC GTPI +1435G
EXELS SILVERADO MARLA-TWIN
127031888 VG-88 4-09
2-04 3 305  26690 3.6  964  2.8  738
3-08 3 289  30160 3.4 1024 3.0  914
4-08 3 313  35450 3.1 1092 2.7  953
5-08 3 307  36770 3.6 1336 2.9 1053
6-08 3 323  35330 3.4 1186 2.9 1034
LIFE 1681 175990  3.4 5973 2.9 503
3rd Dam 
Exels Inspiration Mandy GP-83 
4-02 3 280 25220   4.0 1001 3.1 787
LIFE 1496 119520 3.8 4580 3.2 3767 
4th Dam
C Donshaven Warden Mindy VG-88
5-10 3 305 20500 4.1 840 340 625
VALLEYRIVER RUBEN REDMN-RED-ET             
CAN 10646281 TV TL
PTA  -1094M -21F -15P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.46T +1.97UDC  -.05FLC  99%R GTPI +1492G
SUNSPARK R MARKER DOLLY                    
CAN 9309434 VG-88 RC
PATIENCE SHOWLINE CONTENDE-RED             
CAN 7483577 EX-95
PTA  -2450M     -54F     -60P  82%R  8/10
PTA  +2.2PL  2.75SCS   +.1DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.07T +2.39UDC +1.50FLC  68%R  8/10
TPI +1238M
A HUGE THANKS TO OUR 
GENEROUS SPONSORS!





HILMAR, CA  95324
209/667-2033
4 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
SAVAGE-LEIGH PS LONA-ET                    
840 3001512033 
PTA   +281M     +35F     +13P  52%R  8/10
PTA  +1.6PL  2.91SCS  -2.1DPR 8%DCE
PTA +3.18T#+2.54UDC#+2.34FLC#  43%R  8/10
Top Seller at Gil-Tex Stampede 2009 $32,500
Embryos exported to Japan 
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                         
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
SAVAGE-LEIGH LEONA-ET                      
61604187 EX-92 3-03
2-02 2 283  25120  4.1 1025 3.1  785
3-01 2 365  33720  4.0 1335 3.1 1058
H.M. ALL-AMERICAN JR 2Y COW 2007
1st E FALL NATL JR 2Y & INT SR CH 2007
RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION EASTERN 
NATIONAL HOLSTEIN SHOW 2010
REGANCREST ALTAIOTA-ET                     
USA 61898306 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA   +815M     +66F     +42P  92%R  8/10
PTA  +3.4PL  2.80SCS  +1.3DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.27T +2.01UDC +1.22FLC  90%R  8/10
GTPI +2135G
O-BEE MANFRED JUSTICE-ET                   
122358313 EX-94 7-07 GM 8/10 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +741M     +66F     +47P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.16T  -.28UDC +1.05FLC  GTPI +2089G
REGANCREST ITO ISA                         
60870571 VG-86 2-09
2-00 2 365  31510 3.6 1143 3.3 1051
3rd Dam
Savage-Leigh Licorice-ET 
EX-92 EEVEE DOM *TV
4-02 2x 365d 51,220 4.3 2179 3.1 1596
Life: 1018d 113,740 4.4 4968 3.2 3643
Nom All-American Produce of Dam 2007
HHM All-American 5-Yr-Old Cow 2006
Grand Champion 
New York Sprg/Internat’l 2006
Res Gr Champion 
New YorkSprg/Internat 2004
4th Dam
Savage-Leigh Bellwood Linda 
EX-92 EEEEE 2E GMD DOM *TV *TL
2-10 2x 365d 40240 5.8 2349 3.6 1434
1st National Fat
Life: 1312d 126,760 5.2 6576 3.4 4317
Nom All-American Jr 3-Yr-Old Cow 1999
Nominated Global Cow of Year 2005
5th Dam
Savage-Leigh Glenview Linda EX-90 GMD
6-08 2x 365d 41,820 4.6 1936 3.0 1247
Life: 1892 150,300 4.4 6636 3.2 4813
6th Dam
Savage-Leigh Linda Chairman GP-84
5-1- 2z 365d 30,620 3.8 1167 3.3 1013
Life: 1972 1221,550 3.9 4718 3.3 4013
7th Dam
Savage-Leigh Creek Lydia VG-88 VVVV
4-11 2x 344d 16,390 2.2 695 3.1 511
8th Dam
Savage-Leigh Kate Linda VG-85
6-01 2x 305d 19,940 4.0 793
2nd Dam of Lot 27 SAVAGE-LEIGH LEONA-ET




P O BOX 300
RIPON, CA  95366
209/832-3077
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
Four Female Pregnancies 
Due 12/1/2010
GOLDCREST SHOTTLE CINDY-ET                 
USA 62795748 VG-87 3-07
GTPI +1719G PTA +876M +19F +18P  82%R  8/10
PTA  +1.5PL  2.84SCS  -1.8DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.91T +1.71UDC +2.05FLC  79%R  8/10
2-07 2 365  35590  3.3 1169  2.8  1005 
Full sisters to dam
Goldcrest Shottle Cutie-ET EX-90 EX-MS
GTPI +2023G +926M +21F +32P +3.45T
2-01 2 365  24020  3.7  878  3.1  740 
Goldcrest Shottle Candy-ET 
GP-83 VG-MS GTPI +1777 
2-05 3 305  27820  3.7  1026  2.7  750 
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  GTPI +2047G
HOL-STAR DURHAM CORA                       
60438767 EX-94 2E
2-02 3 305  30380  2.5  747   2.7  823
3-06 3 365  34800  3.4 1187  2.8  989
5-02 2 365  33450  3.4 1154  3.0  991
7-01 2 200  21280  3.5  755   2.6  543
LIFE 1819 158920 3.3 5302  2.9 4638
VALLEYRIVER RUBEN REDMN-RED-ET             
CAN 10646281 TV TL
PTA  -1094M -21F -15P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.46T +1.97UDC  GTPI +1492G
SUNSPARK R MARKER DOLLY                    
CAN 9309434 VG-88 RC
WILLOW-MARSH-CC GABOR-ET                   
USA 60845420 EX-90 GM 8/10 TR TV TL TD
PTA  +1839M     +27F     +36P  93%R  8/10
PTA  +2.6PL  2.85SCS   +.0DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.28T +1.85UDC +1.08FLC  90%R  8/10
GTPI +1904G
REGANCREST ELTON DURHAM-ET                 
2250783 EX-90 GM 8/01 TR CV TL
PTA   -332M     -37F      +4P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.46T +2.32UDC +2.11FLC  
GTPI+1535G
HOL-STAR LARTIST CORKY
125445067 EX-90 6-00 
3-05 3 305  32280 2.4  774 2.6  847
4-08 3 346  36840 2.5  911 2.7  987
5-09 3 365  35150  2.6  909 2.7  932
LIFE 1650 142890 2.7 3861 2.7 390
4th dam 
Hol-Star Sebastian Corky GP-81
5-08 2 305  28690 3.2 909 2.8 805
5th dam
Hol-Star Concourse Corky VG-85
4-02 2 305  22080 3.1 688 2.9 642  
Dam of Lot 28 
GOLDCREST SHOTTLE CINDY-ET




13245 9TH AVENUE   




Due 1/20/11 to Scientific SS Duece-ET
**ENTERED IN 2012 CA STATE FUTURITY**
BUDJON REDMARKER SHAR-ET
133780446 RC EX-94 4-10
2-03 2 303  20530 3.7  761 2.8  570
3-03 2 328  26580 3.6  956 2.9  765
4-03 2 365  30040 3.7 1118 3.0  901
Res. All-Wisconsin 4-Yr-Old 2007
Member All-Wisconsin Produce of Dam 2007
Maternal sister to Shar
Budjon Linjet Sheryl EX-94 
3-03 2 365 33670 4.0 1357 2.9 987 
Member All-Wisconsin Produce of Dam 2006  
INDIANHEAD RED-MARKER-ET
2284915 RC TV TL
PTA  -1702M -60F -68P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.54T  +.78UDC  +.36FLC  GTPI +786G
BUDJON ENCORE SHARLENE
17363784 EX-93 6-04 2E
2-07 2 365  31420  3.5 1100 3.2  991
3-09 2 365  28480  4.1 1154 3.3  930
5-11 2 319  30550  3.6 1113 2.8  846
KHW KITE ADVENT-RED-ET                     
133002953 EX-94 TV TL TD
PTA  -1252M     -19F     -28P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.9PL  3.06SCS  +1.7DPR10%DCE
PTA  +2.39T +2.16UDC +1.60FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +1482G
MARKWELL KITE-ET
128460878 RC TV TL
PTA  -1295M     -27F     -39P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.00T +1.13UDC  -.29FLC GTPI+845G
KAMPS-HOLLOW ALTITUDE-ET                   
129136431 EX-95 2E DOM RC CV TL
2-00 2 365  28830 3.8 1097 3.5 1013
4-03 2 365  30430 4.2 1267 3.1  956
7-00 2 365  39690 4.7 1849 3.3 1310
LIFE 1844 144460 4.4 6295 3.5 501
3rd Dam
Budjon Beautician Suzette EX-94 EEEEE 2E
7-05 2x 365d 23,400 4.1 961 2.9 678
Life: 1900d 114,930 4.1 4647 3.1 3586
4th Dam
Budjon Mark Sue EX-91 VEEE
6-04 2x 388d 21,080 4.1 867 3.0 632
•Reserve Jr All-Wisconsin 5 Yr Old Cow 1992
5th Dam
Budjon Chairman Susan VG-87 EX-MS DOM
6-11 2x 356d 26,190 3.5 928 3.0 776
Life: 2059d 132,950 3.6 4727 3.1 4059
6th Dam
Budjon Mannix Susan GP-84
5-03 2x 308 21,180 3.9 825 3.2 685
Life: 2271 136,440 3.8 5227 3.1 3841
7th Dam
Budjon Raven Standout Sue VG-85 VG-MS
3-03 2x 365d 20,870 3.1 638
Life: 2074d 102,920 3.4 3519
8th Dam
Budjon Raven Supreme VG-87 VG-MS
9-06 2x 365d 19,330 3.8 733
Life: 2621d 133,950 4.0 5319
9th Dam
Lakeside Canary Supreme VG-85 GMD
6-05 2x 352 18,210 3.8 697
Life; 2276d 109,526 3.7 4097
2nd Dam of Lot 28









Bred 8/21 to Sexed 
Scientific SS Deuce-ET
BUDJON REDMARKER SHAR-ET
133780446 RC EX-94 4-10
2-03 2 303  20530 3.7  761 2.8  570
3-03 2 328  26580 3.6  956 2.9  765
4-03 2 365  30040 3.7 1118 3.0  901
Res. All-Wisconsin 4-Yr-Old 2007
Member All-Wisconsin Produce of Dam 2007
Maternal sister to Shar
Budjon Linjet Sheryl EX-94 
3-03 2 365 33670 4.0 1357 2.9 987 
Member All-Wisconsin Produce of Dam 2006  
INDIANHEAD RED-MARKER-ET
2284915 RC TV TL
PTA  -1702M -60F -68P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.54T  +.78UDC  +.36FLC  GTPI +786G
BUDJON ENCORE SHARLENE
17363784 EX-93 6-04 2E
2-07 2 365  31420  3.5 1100 3.2  991
3-09 2 365  28480  4.1 1154 3.3  930
5-11 2 319  30550  3.6 1113 2.8  846
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.2PL  2.70SCS  -2.3DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2047G
CAROL PRELUDE MTOTO-ET                    
ITA 6001001962 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +648M     +28F     +10P  99%R  8/2010
PTA   +.32T  -.01UDC  +.67FLC  GTPI +1699G
CONDON AERO SHARON                          
CAN 5373153 CTPI +1159
3rd Dam
Budjon Beautician Suzette EX-94 EEEEE 2E
7-05 2x 365d 23,400 4.1 961 2.9 678
Life: 1900d 114,930 4.1 4647 3.1 3586
4th Dam
Budjon Mark Sue EX-91 VEEE
6-04 2x 388d 21,080 4.1 867 3.0 632
•Reserve Jr All-Wisconsin 5 Yr Old Cow 1992
5th Dam
Budjon Chairman Susan VG-87 EX-MS DOM
6-11 2x 356d 26,190 3.5 928 3.0 776
Life: 2059d 132,950 3.6 4727 3.1 4059
6th Dam
Budjon Mannix Susan GP-84
5-03 2x 308 21,180 3.9 825 3.2 685
Life: 2271 136,440 3.8 5227 3.1 3841
7th Dam
Budjon Raven Standout Sue VG-85 VG-MS
3-03 2x 365d 20,870 3.1 638
Life: 2074d 102,920 3.4 3519
8th Dam
Budjon Raven Supreme VG-87 VG-MS
9-06 2x 365d 19,330 3.8 733
Life: 2621d 133,950 4.0 5319
9th Dam
Lakeside Canary Supreme VG-85 GMD
6-05 2x 352 18,210 3.8 697
Life; 2276d 109,526 3.7 4097
Maternal Sister to Dam of Lot 29 & 30 BUDJON LINJET SHERYL
31
LOREN MIGLIAZZO 
3645 W BRADSHAW RD 
ATWATER, CA  95301 
209/722-5588 




DINOMI ADVNT RUTH-RED-ET                   
62771930 VG-86 2-09 93% RHA
GTPI +1406G PTA -398M -10F -5P  53%R  8/10
PTA  +1.0PL  3.00SCS   +.6DPR10%DCE
PTA +1.10T#+1.12UDC# +.44FLC#  32%R  8/10
2-00 2 365  35190  3.6 1259 3.2 1136
First two tests: 135 lbs., 138 lbs. 
KHW KITE ADVENT-RED-ET                     
133002953 EX-94 5-00 TV TL TD
PTA  -1252M     -19F     -28P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +2.39T +2.16UDC +1.60FLC  GTPI +1428G
DINOMI RUBENS 5083-RED                     
130765877 EX-93 7-10 2E GMD
2-00 2 283  22970  3.6  832  3.3  753
2-11 2 319  28390  3.7 1057 3.3  934
4-00 2 365  43970  3.8 1660 3.1 1367
6-01 2 317  23610  4.3 1005 3.2  745
7-02 2 298  30180  3.6 1086 3.0  895
LIFE 1856 165400   3.8 6227 3.2 5240
AGGRAVATION LAWN BOY P-RED                 
133080890 EX-93 GM 8/08 PO TV TL TD
PTA    +42M      -7F     +16P  98%R  8/10
PTA  +4.7PL  3.05SCS  +2.0DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +1.12T +1.56UDC +1.33FLC  95%R  8/10
GTPI +1795G 
DUDOC BACCULUM-RED-ET                      
CAN 9104500 VG-87 TV TL
PTA   -762M     -46F     -19P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.94T +1.88UDC  +.18FLC  GTPI +1489G
AGGRAVATION BRIGITTE P-ET                  
130237903 VG-86 3-03 B/R PO
2-01 2 356  25310  4.0 1019 3.0  766
3-03 2 365  30370  3.7 1114 3.0  907
4-08 2 365  26920  3.7 1005 3.0  807
6-11 3 305  26910  3.8 1015 2.8  745
LIFE 1916 137110   3.8 5188 3.0 4102
DINOMI LWNBY REMY-RED-ET          
Polled 96% RHA 
Reg No. 68668877
Born: 7/14/09




CHOICE OF 3 HEIFERS
2nd Dam of Lot 31 DINOMI RUBENS 5083-RED
32
CAL POLY CORPORATION
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA  93407
805/756-1616
CHOICE OF TWO FEMALES
REGISTRATION PENDING
Born 9/10/10 and 9/09/10
POLY LEE BEAUTY
60373051 EX-90
PTA   -336M     +17F     -14P  62%R  8/10
PTA  +1.9PL  2.92SCS  -1.6DPR10%DCE
PTA  +1.60T  +.95UDC  +.54FLC  63%R  8/10
2-00 2 318  26530 3.8  998 3.0  809
3-00 3 345  33980 3.3 1119 2.9  999
4-01 2 247  20630 4.0  822 3.1  630
5-01 2 365  30830 3.9 1208 2.9  890
6-07 2 305  30970 3.6 1130 2.9  885
LIFE 1694 149290 3.7 5548 3.0 4413
COMESTAR LEE-ET                            
CAN 5757117 EX GM 8/03 TV TL
PTA   -559M     +18F      -8P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.19T  +.53UDC +1.09FLC  GTPI +1374G
POLY STORM BEAUTY
128235847 EX-90 5-02
4-02 3 365  38030 3.7 1423 2.9 1099
4th Dam 
Poly Tong Ballerina VG-85 
6-01 2   352 32550 4.5 1471 3.3 1067 
LIFE 1816 146940 4.4 6445 3.3 4864 
5th Dam
Poly Beautician Brittany VG-86 GMD 
8-11 2   365 30140 3.7 1123   3.2 979
LIFE 3284 239470 4.2 10142 3.2 7585 
6th Dam 
Poly Sexation Bridget 
EX-91 3E GMD DOM 
10-09 2 365 28490 3.5 1009 2.9 822 
LIFE 3083 209300 4.0 8432 3.0 5688 
MAUGHLIN STORM-ET                          
CAN 5457798 EX GM 8/04 B/R TV TL
PTA    -50M     +28F      -2P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.14T  +.77UDC +1.48FLC  GTPI +1434G
POLY INTEGRITY BEGONIA
17146046 VG-86
1-11 2 304  17800   3.9  686 3.1  555
2-11 2 312  17040   4.3  728 3.1  533
4-00 2 343  25670   4.0 1034 3.3  840
5-02 2 365  33490  3.9 1314 3.3 1114
LIFE 1473 100950  4.0 4007 3.3 3291
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.2PL  2.70SCS  -2.3DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2047G
CAROL PRELUDE MTOTO-ET                    
ITA 6001001962 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +648M     +28F     +10P  99%R  8/2010
PTA   +.32T  -.01UDC  +.67FLC  GTPI +1699G
CONDON AERO SHARON                          
CAN 5373153 CTPI +1159










61789716 VG-89 2-07 TV
CTPI +1337 PTA +86M  -3F +2P 65%R  8/10
PTA  -2.0PL  3.18SCS   -.6DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.18T  +.94UDC +1.25FLC  63%R  8/10
2-00 2 365 27230 3.6 978 2.9 798 
OPSAL FINLEY-ET                            
120780521 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +695M      -2F     +18P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.62T +1.30UDC  +.00FLC  GTPI +1539G
DINOMI MARSHALL 5497
60761144 VG-86 2-01
1-10 2 365  32900  4.0 1303 3.2 1065
3rd Dam
Dinomi Convincer 4784 VG-87
3-03 2x 330d 32,310 4.8 1558 3.2 1019
4th Dam
Dinomi Blackstar Frost 2908 VG-88
4-06 2x 305d 29,850 4.0 1198 3.2 953
Lot 33 Selling 
Dam of Lot 33
DINOMI FINLEY 6128
GEN-MARK BW MAR WINNIE-ET                  
131652910 EX-90 6-06 2E GMD
2-01 2 365  32980 3.6 1172 2.8  930
4-08 2 365  43690 3.6 1555 2.7 1172
LIFE 1463 132550  3.6 4737 2.9 382
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                     
CAN 6947936 GM 2-07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10GEN-MARK STMATIC SANCHEZ                   
134422312 EX-94 6-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +791M      +6F     +19P  92%R  8/10
PTA   +.0PL  2.98SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE






CHOWCHILLA, CA  93610
559/665-7201
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
Three females born 9/10
HALE-VALLEY RUBENS SUNSET                   
131625426 EX-91 7-03
1-10 2 365  27580 4.0 1114 3.3  923
6-03 2 365  35790 3.8 1349 3.3 1186
LIFE1510 117430 4.1 4846 3.4 4022
STBVQ RUBENS-ET                            
CAN 5844883 VG-88 GM 8/04 RC TV TL
PTA   -594M     -20F      +0P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.31T +1.91UDC  +.25FLC  GTPI +1376G
HALE-VALLEY CALYPSO SHELLY                 
15436751 EX-90 7-02
2-02 2 305  20250     3.5  711 3.0  608
3-04 2 305  22040     3.7  805 3.0  669
4-05 2 305  27970     4.0 1112 2.9  809
5-10 2 335  33260     3.8 1254 3.0  990
6-11 2 365  41480     3.8 1569 3.0 1254
LIFE 1836 157880    3.8 5974 3.0 4795
4th Dam
Hale-Valley Citation Shelly-ET VG-85
5-08 2x 355d 27,110 3.6 971 2.9 775
5th Dam
Lorita Shiawana Paula-OC VG-86 DOM
7-09 2x 344d 27,920 3.8 1057
6th Dam
Lorita Royal Juliette Paula EX-90 2E
8-11 2x 365d 31,560 3.3 1038
APPLENOTCH VALIANT CALYPSO-ET           
USA 1840808 EX-94 GM 7/90 TL
PTA   -892M     -44F     -36P  99%R  8/10
PTA   -.59T  -.34UDC -1.48FLC  GTPI +1003G
HALE-VALLEY TROY SHARI                      
14036148 VG-88 7-00
2-06 2 323  19020     4.0  770 3.2  604
3-06 2 325  22010     3.9  867 3.1  683
4-06 2 290  22640     3.8  854 3.0  671
5-05 2 353  25780     3.8  979 3.0  767
6-06 2 365  29020     3.7 1065 2.9  837
LIFE 1685 119450    3.8 4575 3.0 3594
MAPLE-DOWNS-I G W ATWOOD-ET                
CAN 8956379 VG-87 TV TL
PTA   +573M     +55F     +27P  79%R  8/10
PTA  +1.8PL  2.82SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +4.62T +3.25UDC +3.88FLC  74%R  8/10
GTPI +2067G
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                          
CAN 10705608 CAN GP-84 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC  GTPI +2078G
MD-DELIGHT DURHAM ATLEE-ET                 
131704103 EX-92 4-06 DOM
3-11 2 365  38290   5.5 2091 3.1 1177
ALL-AMERICAN SR 3Y COW 2005
1st INTERNATIONAL SR 3Y & R I CH 2005
Maternal Sister to Lot 34 
RFB Advent Solsentra
Res Jr Champion 
California State Show 2008
1st Fall Calf Western Sprg/Nat 2008
RFB Jasper Samba-ET 
Res All-California Fall Calf 2010
Dam of Lot 34
HALE-VALLEY RUBENS SUNSET





MODESTO, CA  95358
209/545-0862
5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
R-E-W M BRITNEY-ET                         
130588979 VG-88 3-11
GTPI +1504G PTA +592M -6F +15P  87%R  8/10
PTA   +.6PL  3.02SCS   -.5DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +1.31T +1.40UDC +1.25FLC  84%R  8/10
1-11 2 365  31400 3.3 1048 3.2  993
3-07 2 365  31490 3.8 1207 3.2 1006
Full sister to Britney: 
R-E-W Bette-ET EX-91 EX-MS DOM 
1-11 2 365 35210 3.9 1385 3.0 1063
Full brother to Britney: 
R-E-W Buckeye-ET  GTPI +1767G
MARA-THON BW MARSHALL-ET                   
USA 2290977 VG-86 5-04 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA  +1292M     +23F     +26P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.63T +1.37UDC +2.14FLC  GTPI+1518G
MAYERLANE RUD BUBBLE-ET                    
120536177 VG-86 2-02 GMD DOM 
1-11 2 365  35990  3.7 1343 3.0 1068
CHARLESDALE SWEET STAR                     
133701030 VG-85 2-08 DOM
1-10 3 365  33740  3.3 1106 3.1 1058
4-02 2 365  29250  3.4  991 3.0  883
LIFE 1391 105450  3.3 3519 3.2 3390
3rd Dam
Plackes-SVF Luke Betsy-ET 
EX-94 2E GMD DOM
7-03 3x 365d 45,210 3.6 1616 3.1 1392
Life: 1413d 147,520 3.4 5077 3.2 4760
4th Dam
Plackers-SVF BS Becky-ET 
EX-90 EEEVV DOM
4-08 2x 365d 33,130 3.6 1194 3.0 1010
5th Dam
Sheyland Jesse Robbie-ET 
VG-87 VVVV DOM
4-09 2x 365d 27,860 3.3 931 3.5 973
6th Dam
Star-Bright-Vu S-W-D Roxann-ET 
EX-90 GMD
2-06 2x 365d 29,820 4.1 1233 3.5 1041
7th Dam
Deer-Brook Gilmore Rag Apple EX-93 GMD
Life:2757d 155,330 4.2 6533
8th Dam
Deer-Brook Gilmore Mellie 
VG-88 GMD DOM
Life: 2300d 163,980 3.7 6019
9th Dam
Deer-Brook Gilmore Milly 
VG-87 EX-MS GMD
Life: 183,582 3.4 6311
CHARLESDALE SUPERSTITION-ET                
62065919 TV TL
PTA  +1557M     +23F     +46P  93%R  8/10
PTA  +6.5PL  2.73SCS  +1.3DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +2.09T +1.97UDC  +.78FLC  89%R  8/10
GTPI +2173G
END-ROAD PVF BOLIVER-ET                    
123586443 EX-95 GM 8/09 TV TL
PTA   +870M     +38F     +34P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.31T +1.36UDC  -.17FLC  GTPI +1852G
Maternal Sister to Lot 34
RFB ADVENT SOLSENTRA Dam of Lot 35 R-E-W M BRITNEY-ET
36
TONY DEMELLO, JR.
P O BOX 3836







CTPI +1320 PTA  -740M  -30F -14P 46%R 8/10
PTA  +1.3PL  3.06SCS  -1.0DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +1.74T +1.59UDC  +.79FLC  46%R  8/10
2-03 2 365  27340  3.6  983  3.1  842  
LADINO PARK TALENT-IMP-ET                  
AUS 930377 RC TV TL
PTA   -211M     -29F  +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.04T +2.30UDC  +.85FLC  GTPI +1435G
CHAIREIN RUBENS LULU
131900536 EX-91 2E 6-09
3-06 2 335  28190 3.8 1060 3.1  881
4-06 2 365  24440 3.7  913 2.9  717
6-02 2 312  26660 3.6  967 2.9  782
4th Dam
C Hanoverhill Fond Lulu-ET EX-92 3E
3-6 3x 365d 35,988 3.3 1197 2.7 977
5th Dam
Tora Triple Threat Lulu EX-96 GMD DOM
Life: 2395d 133,398 3.9 5185
•HM All-American 3Y Cow 1978
6th Dam
Ormsby Lougo Alta EX-90 2E GMD
8-05 2x 365d 24,550 3.7 900
7th Dam
Ormsby Alta Pride VG-85
11-10 22,838 3.4 777
STBVQ RUBENS-ET                            
CAN 5844883 VG-88 GM 8/04 RC TV TL
PTA   -594M     -20F      +0P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.31T +1.91UDC  +.25FLC  GTPI +1376G
H-H-WEST STAR LEXI LU-ET
14996696 VG-86 5-06 RC
1-11 2 328  16670     4.0  666  3.2  538
2-11 2 310  15160     3.4  511  3.1  469
5-00 2 365  24000     3.7  892  2.9  688
6-05 2 365  26620     3.9 1044 3.0  799
LIFE 1807 103640    3.9 4013 3.1 3173
SCIENTIFIC DEMELLO-ET                      
139096640 RC TV TL TD
PTA    -64M     +41F     +18P  79%R  8/10
PTA  +1.9PL  2.89SCS   -.7DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.95T +2.18UDC +1.80FLC  74%R  8/10
GTPI +1845G
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  GTPI +2047G
SCIENTIFIC DEBUTANTE RAE-ET                
132416603 EX-92 GMD DOM RC CV
2-02 2 365  32930  4.4 1440 3.2 1070
3-10 2 208  19350  5.5 1066 2.9  560
A HUGE THANKS TO OUR 
GENEROUS SPONSORS!
Thanks, Alta Genetics! 
Donated Semen 







JIM & BILL GENASCI
6555 BLUE GUM AVE
MODESTO, CA  95351-9514
209/522-7859
FIRST CHOICE FEMALE
6 Transfers made in September
HIL-CRANE TOYSTORY 1079-ET
63788650 EX-90 3-04
CTPI +1723 PTA +866M +34F +27P  54%R  8/10
PTA   -.7PL  3.09SCS  -1.1DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.76T +2.23UDC +2.10FLC  55%R  8/10
1-11 3 365  25370  3.6  911 3.1  787
Fresh 2nd Lact. Last test: 133 lbs. 
STOUDER MORTY-ET                           
17349617 GM 2/06 TV TL
PTA  +1237M     +17F     +26P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.70T +1.27UDC +1.40FLC  GTPI +1372G
MS CRANEHILL LOELA MORTY-ET                 
USA 61100836 EX-92 GMD 
2-02 2 365  29510  3.7 1081 3.1  910  
4-01 2 365  40190  3.7 1476 3.0 1209  
3rd Dam
Signature Estimate Lauris-ET 
VG-87
2-02 2 365 32190 3.7 1325 3.1 1124
4th Dam
Lystel Laura Lindy VG-85 VG-MS-CAN *2
2-02 2x 365d 34,251 3.6 1246 3.3 1113
Maternal brothers to Laura:
Comestar Outside – ET EX-Can GM
Lystel Leduc –ET EX-CAN
5th Dam
Comestar L Or Black-ET VG-87-CAN *16
3-11 2x 365d 35,745 3.7 1325 3.1 1124
6th Dam 
Comestar Laurie Sheik –ET VG-88 Can *23
6-09 2x 365d 29,864 4.5 1329 3.4 1016
Life: 4 Lact 106,564 4.5 4780 3.6 3885
•HM All-Canadian Sr 2 Yr Old Cow 1989
•HM All-American Sr 2 Yr Old Cow 1989
•Grand Champion Victoriaville 1991
•1st Mature Cow Victoriaville 1994 
7th Dam
Elsya Anthony Lea EX-CAN *15
6-02 2x 365d 35,770 3.9 1398 2.9 1049
Life: 3 Lact 109,580 4.0 4334 3.1 3429
•3rd Mature Cow Victoriaville 1988
REGANCREST S BRAXTON-ET                    
61898423 EX-94 4-00 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +977M     +27F     +19P  87%R  8/10
PTA  -2.3PL  3.07SCS  -3.1DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +3.98T +2.62UDC +3.25FLC  80%R  8/10
GTPI +1624G
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                         
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
REGANCREST-PR BARBIE-ET                    
60602011 EX-92 7-01 GMD DOM TV
2-06 2 365  31690 3.9 1237 3.1  990
6-08 2 197  22860 3.7  845 2.7  622
H.M. ALL-AMERICAN JR 3Y COW 2004




DENAIR, CA  95316
209/667-7783
5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
BUDJON-JK MILAN ELEGANT-ET                  
124578731 EX-92 2E 6-02 DOM 
PTA   -301M     -13F      -2P  81%R  8/10
PTA  +2.5PL  3.13SCS  +1.1DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +2.37T +1.53UDC  +.74FLC  78%R  8/10
2-03 2 305  21410  3.6  762  3.1  662
3-08 2 305  24970  3.3  829  3.0  744
5-05 2 365  35820  3.6 1298 3.3 1172
SHOREMAR MILAN-ET                          
CAN 5402550 TV TL
PTA  -1140M     -35F     -32P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.65T  +.68UDC -1.85FLC  GTPI +1158G
KRULL BROKER ELEGANCE                      
15395294 EX-96 3E GMD DOM TL
2-00 2 360  23550     3.7  874 3.2  762
3-01 2 365  29320     3.5 1040 3.1  912
5-07 2 365  40950     3.7 1522 3.1 1272
8-07 2 365  35240     4.4 1550 3.0 1069
LIFE 2356 183710    3.7 6878 3.2 5919
1st INTERNATIONAL 125,000 LB COW 2000
2nd MID-W SPR NAT 4Y COW 1997
HM All-American Aged Cow 1999 
HM All-Canadian Mature Cow 1999 
1st Produce International Show 2001-02-03-04
3rd Dam
Krull Starbuck Excellency EX-90 GMD DOM
3-03 2x 365d 27,140 3.5 937 3.4 930
4th Dam
Krull TT Excellency EX-90 VEEE DOM
3-02 2x 363d 24,319 3.5 862 3.4 829
Life: 1733d 109,780 3.7 4077 3.3 3605
5th Dam
Krull Boot Mark Excellency EX-92 2E GMD
6-06 2x 365d 27,410 3.8 1040 3.1 868
Life: 3026d 201,440 3.5 7105 3.0 4634
6th Dam
Krull Kingstead Excellency EX-92 4E GMD
12-4 2x 323d 21,920 3.5 772
Life: 3364d 179,790 3.6 6436
GOLDEN-OAKS ST ALEXANDER-ET                
USA 61133837 EX-91 7-00 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +855M     +67F     +27P  92%R  8/10
PTA  +1.2PL  2.88SCS  -2.4DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +2.36T +1.51UDC +1.81FLC  89%R  8/10
GTPI +1790G
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                      
CAN 6947936 GM 2/07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10
NEU-WAY PATRON ALLIE-ET                    
USA 17216847 VG-87 2-08 GMD DOM CV TM
1-11 2 365  35440 3.9 1398 3.1 1101
Sisters to Embryo Lots
Calori-D SN Leduc Ellroy-ET EX-93 3E
6-07 2 346 36360 4.9 1777 3.3 1204 
LIFE 2 045 185940 .2 7797 3.3 6118 
Calori-D SN Leduc Elsie EX-91 GMD 
3-07 2 365 32800 3.7 1217 3.4 1114 
Calori-D SN SS Elite-ET EX-91 EX-MS 
3-03 2 310 22750 4.6 1045 3.5 787 
Calori-D SN CS Eleven-ET EX-90 EX-MS 
4-04 2 282 28010 4.4 1236 3.3 917 
Maternal Sister to Lot 38 
CALORI-D SN LEDUC ELLROY-ET
Maternal Sister to Lot 38
CALORI-D SN SS ELITE-ET
39 5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
CAL POLY CORPORATION
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA  93407
805/756-1616
GEN-MARK BW MAR WINNIE-ET                  
131652910 EX-90 6-06 2E GMD
2-01 2 365  32980 3.6 1172 2.8  930
4-08 2 365  43690 3.6 1555 2.7 1172
LIFE 1463 132550  3.6 4737 2.9 382
BEST-SUNRISE BLITZ JW DARCI           
62709301 VG-86 3-07
CTPI +1588 PTA +517M -1F -2P  51%R  8/10
PTA  +2.5PL  2.95SCS  -1.3DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.26T +2.05UDC +1.58FLC  58%R  8/10
2-07 2 365  32220 3.8 1235 3.2 1015
FUSTEAD EMORY BLITZ-ET                     
17013604 EX-95 GM 2/05 TV TL
PTA  +1921M     +15F      +8P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.42T +1.17UDC +.89FLC GTPI +1423G
BEST-SUNRISE DURHAM DOTTI                   
133613861 EX-90 6-04
2-02 2 289  17070 3.9  666 3.2  548
3-01 2 305  22350 4.0  887 3.4  752
4-03 3 298  21160 4.7  985 3.3  691
5-04 3 365  32300 5.2 1667 3.1 1005
LIFE 1755 111130 4.6 5160 3.2 3609
REGANCREST ELTON DURHAM-ET                 
2250783 EX-90 GM 8/01 TR CV TL
PTA   -332M     -37F      +4P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.46T +2.32UDC +2.11FLC  GTPI+1535G
FUSTEAD TESK BEV                            
USA 14947858 EX-90 5-11 GMD DOM TL
2-00 2 365  31880     3.7 1176 3.0  965
5-07 2 365  45810     3.5 1595 2.9 1311
LIFE 1673 136460      3.7 5107 3.1 4283
COMESTAR STORMATIC-ET                     
CAN 6947936 GM 2-07 TV TL
PTA   +440M      +1F      +5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.74T  +.90UDC +2.06FLC  99%R  8/10GEN-MARK STMATIC SANCHEZ                   
134422312 EX-94 6-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +791M      +6F     +19P  92%R  8/10
PTA   +.0PL  2.98SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +3.14T +2.19UDC +2.27FLC  89%R  8/10
GTPI +1664G
4th Dam 
Fustead B-Star Blossum-ET 
EX-90 EX-MS GMD DOM 
4-10 2 365  34230 4.1 1414 3.1 1062 
LIFE 1712 113680 4.1 4691 3.3 3773
5th Dam
Nectarlin Billi Bob Mark 
EX-90 EX-MS GMD DOM
1-11 2 365 26180 4.2 11-04 3.1 815 
6th Dam
Nectarlin Bobbie Jo Bell 
GP-84 GMD DOM 
3-03 2 365 31380 3.7 1150 2.8 892
Dam of Lot 39
BEST-SUNRISE BLITZ JW DARCI
2nd Dam to Lot 39
BEST-SUNRISE DURHAM DOTTI
Maternal Sister to Lot 38
CALORI-D SN SS ELITE-ET
Webb ET Service will implant at no charge in California
40
DEN-K HOLSTEINS, INC.
13315 S BAKER RD
LOS BANOS, CA  93635
209/826-6242
5  NO.1 EMBRYOS
DEN-K MARSHALL LANTZ A-ET                   
131557868 VG-85 2-04
CTPI +1328 PTA +850M +8F +22P  65%R  8/10
PTA  -2.4PL  3.06SCS  -2.0DPR 8%DCE
PTA   +.96T  +.87UDC  +.45FLC  62%R  8/10
3-08 3 365  37290   2.8 1031 2.9 1080
5-03 3 365  31530   3.4 1072 3.2 1015
LIFE 1448 127540  3.2 4101 3.1 3956
Maternal Sister to 2nd Dam
Den-K Rudolph Cub Kiddy
MARA-THON BW MARSHALL-ET                   
USA 2290977 VG-86 5-04 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA  +1292M     +23F     +26P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.63T +1.37UDC +2.14FLC  GTPI +1518G
DEN-K LANTZ KED KITTY-ET                    
123649755 VG-89 3-08 GMD DOM CV
2-01 3 365  35700  3.2 1126 3.2 1143
3-04 3 365  45570  3.2 1456 3.1 1422
2ND CA PROT
4-09 2 365  45610  3.6 1649 3.3 1509
LIFE 1383 144280 3.4 4886 3.3 4732
Maternal sister to 3rd Dam 
DEN-K RUDOLPH KUB KIDDY 
EX-91 2E GMD DOM 
4-09 2  365 53,040 3.2 1697 3.3 1754 
LIFE          208,660 3.0 6234 3.3 6822 
WHITTIER-FARMS COLBY-ET                    
135425729 EX-90 4-10 TV TL
PTA   +961M     +55F     +18P  90%R  8/10
PTA  -3.5PL  3.06SCS  -2.7DPR11%DCE
PTA   +.98T  -.15UDC  +.73FLC  82%R  8/10
GTPI +1297G
Donation to CAL POLY DAIRY CATTLE JUDGING TEAM
DEN-K MARSHALL LANTZ D-ET                   
USA 131557822 EX-90 4-08
CTPI +1518 PTA +1278M +18F +43P  65%R  8/10
PTA   +.2PL  3.06SCS  -1.4DPR 8%DCE
PTA   +.74T  +.77UDC  +.85FLC  62%R  8/10
1-10 2 365  28830   3.5 1011 3.2  935
3-01 3 365  36580   3.2 1164 3.1 1150
4-03 3 308  34440   3.1 1075 3.0 1019
5-03 3 365  39410   3.2 1263 3.3 1291
7-02 3 357  30660   3.7 1123 3.1  958
8-04 3 155  13710   3.8  515  3.0  411
LIFE 2154 199470  3.4 6763 3.2 6368
DIAMOND-OAK ARMSTEAD-ET                    
132967734 TV TL
PTA   +664M     +37F     +11P  96%R  8/10
PTA  +1.9PL  2.95SCS   -.1DPR 8%DCE




Den-K Cub Kiddy-ET *
BL EX-90 2E GMD DOM
4-02 3x 365d 37,300 3.4 1279 3.1 1168
Life: 157,170 3.5 5475 3.2 5075
5th Dam
Den-K Cubby Deer EX-90 DOM
7-01 3x 365d 32,690 3.7 1221 3.3 1066
Life: 145,980 4.0 5781 3.3 4764
6th Dam
Den-K Blue Mellow-ET VG-85
10-3 3x 365d 30,950 4.3 1327 3.4 1051
Life: 232,470 4.1 10012 3.4 7923
7th Dam
Den-K Chairman Willow VG-88
4-08 2x 305d 28,850 4.1 1188 3.3 940
8th Dam
Den-K Wagner Willow VG-86
7-09 2x 305d 29,810 4.3 1271 2.8 847









Due 12/5 to Sexed
Den-K Marshall LL Laurin 
SILVER-LINK MORT MAGGIE
136772178 EX-93 5-05
CTPI +1298 PTA  +239M -17F +0P 49%R  8/10
PTA  -3.0PL  3.04SCS  -1.1DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.33T +1.36UDC +1.13FLC  44%R  8/10
2-04 2 305  29277  3.6 1043 3.0 876
3-08 2 337  24981  3.3  819  3.0 744
STOUDER MORTY-ET                           
17349617 GM 2/06 TV TL
PTA  +1237M  +17F  +26P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.70T +1.27UDC +1.40FLC  GTPI +1372
SILVER-LINK ROY DOLLY                       
52097361 Died at Calving
DEN-K LANTZ KED KITTY-ET                    
123649755 VG-89 3-08 GMD DOM CV
2-01 3 365  35700  3.2 1126 3.2 1143
3-04 3 365  45570  3.2 1456 3.1 1422
2ND CA PROT
4-09 2 365  45610  3.6 1649 3.3 1509
LIFE 1383 144280 3.4 4886 3.3 4732
Maternal sister to 3rd Dam 
DEN-K RUDOLPH KUB KIDDY 
EX-91 2E GMD DOM 
4-09 2  365 53,040 3.2 1697 3.3 1754 
LIFE          208,660 3.0 6234 3.3 6822 
3rd Dam
Silver-Link Durham Della 
V-85 VG-MS 
3-02 3 357 32200 2.4 779 3.0 972 
LIFE 1322 104169 2.7 2789 3.0 3074 
Sire of Lot 41 & 42
REGANCREST DUNDEE-ET                       
127640114 EX-95 6-08 TV TL
PTA   -489M     -25F     -10P  99%R  8/10
PTA  -2.6PL  3.06SCS   -.3DPR 9%DCE





Due 12/5 to Sexed 
England-Ammon Million-ET 




Sire of Lot 43
JENNY-LOU MARSHALL P149-ET                 
122274798 VG-88 4-05 TV TL
PTA  +1289M     +36F     +32P  99%R  8/10
PTA  -2.0PL  3.03SCS  -1.5DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +1.89T +1.68UDC +1.03FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +1601G
Dam of Lot 41, 42, 43 SILVER-LINK MORT MAGGIE
44
TEEN CHALLENGE
C/O JIMMY WEBB - DVM
1319 S PRAIRIE FLOWER RD
TURLOCK, CA  95380
209/667-1220
6 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
ALL PROCEEDS FROM SALE GO TO 
TEEN CHALLENGE
WEBBCO MR SAM ARLENE-ET                     
137689103 VG-86 2-11 
PTA   +164M     +46F     +25P  53%R  8/10
PTA   +.8PL  3.08SCS  -2.4DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +1.73T +2.51UDC +1.98FLC  52%R  8/10
2-01 2 365  24680  4.5 1107 3.6  883
Full sister to Dam
Webbco Mr Sam Adrian 
EX-90 EX-MS 
2-02 2 365 25840 4.6 1188 3.4 886 
Maternal sister to Dam
Webbco Zenith Avery VG-86 2yr. 
2-01 2 365 31650 3.6 1141 3.3 1049 
REGANCREST-MR DRHAM SAM-ET                 
207184639 GM 8/06 TR TV TL
PTA    +46M     +26F      +7P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.57T +1.31UDC +1.81FLC  GTPI +1585G
WEBBCO METRO AVERY-ET                       
USA 134741844 EX-90 4-03 CV
2-03 2 365  27490  4.3 1183 3.6  981
3-06 2 305  28320  4.4 1248 3.3  948
3rd Dam
Webbco Glenwood Arielle-ET                  
VG-85 GMD 
2-00 2 365  34940   3.9 1367 3.2 1130
4th Dam
Miss Alabama Emery GP-82 
1-11 2 365 30590 4.4 1358 3.2 979  
5th Dam 
Tippy Starlite Al Alli EX-92 GMD DOM 
3-04 2 305 36100   3.8 1355 3.3 1191 
LIFE 1105 111153 3.9 4367 3.4 3754 
6th Dam
Luw-Bro Sexation Cass EX-91 2E 
6-07 2 305 29210 3.6 1054 2.9 855
LIFE 2072 161840 4.0 6438 2.9 4759  
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.2PL  2.70SCS  -2.3DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2047G
CAROL PRELUDE MTOTO-ET                    
ITA 6001001962 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +648M     +28F     +10P  99%R  8/2010
PTA   +.32T  -.01UDC  +.67FLC  GTPI +1699G
CONDON AERO SHARON                          
CAN 5373153 CTPI +1159
WEBB ET SERVICES WILL IMPLANT EMBRYOS AT NO CHARGE IN CALIFORNIA
A HUGE THANKS TO OUR 
GENEROUS SPONSORS!





SONOMA, CA  95476-9726
707/938-3134
ARROYO-VISTA ARMSTEAD LACY   
Reg No. 68641666
Born 10/20/09
SILRIC TITANIC LACEY-ET                     
60902771 VG-85 4-11
PTA   +840M     +17F     +18P  61%R  8/10
PTA   -.1PL  3.00SCS  -1.6DPR10%DCE
PTA  +1.71T +1.59UDC +2.04FLC  57%R  8/10
2-01 2 324  21340 3.4  729 3.1  661
HARTLINE TITANIC-ET                        
123066734 GM 8/08 TV TL
PTA   +758M     +22F     +24P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.63T +1.43UDC +2.46FLC  99%R  GTPI +1483
GRIZZLY-BLUFF FORM LORI-ET
121273842 EX-90 DOM 
2-02 2 365  26740  3.5  926 2.9  787
3-07 2 365  29180   3.9 1140 3.0  873
5-09 2 305  28410   4.0 1125 3.0  845
7-06 2 305  23690   3.5  834 3.2  760
LIFE 1807 129200  3.8 4871 3.1 399
DIAMOND-OAK ARMSTEAD-ET                    
132967734 TV TL
PTA   +664M     +37F     +11P  96%R  8/10
PTA  +1.9PL  2.95SCS   -.1DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +1.60T +1.58UDC +1.11FLC  91%R  8/10
GTPI +1710G
FUSTEAD EMORY BLITZ-ET                     
17013604 EX-95 GM 2/05  TV TL
PTA  +1921M     +15F      +8P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.42T +1.17UDC  +.89FLC  GTPI +1423G
ASKEW RUDOLPH AMANDA-ET                    
18058458 VG-86 GMD DOM TV
2-05 2 305  26920  3.7  997 3.2  857
3-07 2 365  38400  3.9 1507 3.1 1175
3rd Dam
Nunesdale Bellwood Lora-ET 
VG-87-MS GMD DOM
2-02 2x 365d 27,800 3.5 960 3.2 888
4th Dam
Nunesdale Blstar Lori-ET EX-91 EEEEE 2E 
DOM
3-04 2x 365d 28,640 3.8 1096 3.2 919
5th Dam
Nunesdale Rotate Lucasta EX-90 2E GMD 
DOM
4-03 2x 365d 34,160 4.3 1476 3.2 1101
6th Dam
Nunesdale Mark Lucy EX-93 3E GMD DOM
6-01 2x 365d 35,010 3.9 1348 3.4 1178
Life: 2892d 224,930 3.8 8582 3.5 7790
7th Dam
Nunesdale Elevation Luci VG-87
3-11 2x 365d 30,110 3.9 1180
Life: 2075d 136,200 4.2 5722
8th Dam
Linda-Rosa DJ Lucasta EX-2E
5-08 2x 365d 33,220 3.8 1251 
Life: 2819d 209,510 3.7 7680




P O BOX 1375
OAKDALE, CA  95361
209/847-4797
MSEXELS PRONTO TAM 15158-ET
Reg No. 66188918
Born 12/8/08
Bred 6/11/10 to 
Hurtgen-view Reality-Red-ET 
MS CRANEHILL TITANIC 9720
62278940 VG-86 3-11
PTA   +663M     +17F     +24P  59%R  8/2010
PTA  -2.9PL  3.11SCS  -2.2DPR10%DCE
PTA +2.22T#+1.59UDC#+2.17FLC#  42%R  8/10
2-05 3 365  31710   3.5 1120 3.0  965
Maternal sisters to dam
Hill-Crane Toystory 1079-ET
EX-90 EX-MS 
1-11 3 365 25370 3.6 911 3.1 787
Hill-Crane Toystory 1072-ET
VG-86 2 yrs
1-10 2 305 30590 4.4 1348 
HARTLINE TITANIC-ET                        
123066734 GM 8/08 TV TL
PTA   +758M     +22F     +24P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.63T +1.43UDC +2.46FLC  GTPI +1463G
MS CRANEHILL LOELA MORTY-ET                 
61100836 EX-92 4-06 GMD 
2-02 2 365  29510 3.7 1081 3.1  910
4-01 2 365  40190 3.7 1476 3.0 1209
3rd Dam
Signature Estimate Lauris –ET 
VG-87 VG-MS 3-04
2-02 2x 365d 32,190 4.5 1451 3.5 1134
4th Dam
Lystel Laura Lindy VG-85 VG-MS-CAN *2
2-02 2x 365d 34,251 3.6 1246 3.3 1113
Maternal brothers to Laura:
Comestar Outside – ET EX-Can GM
Lystel Leduc –ET EX-CAN
5th Dam
Comestar L Or Black-ET VG-87-CAN *16
3-11 2x 365d 35,745 3.7 1325 3.1 1124
6th Dam 
Comestar Laurie Sheik –ET VG-88 Can *23
6-09 2x 365d 29,864 4.5 1329 3.4 1016
Life: 4 Lact 106,564 4.5 4780 3.6 3885
•HM All-Canadian Sr 2 Yr Old Cow 1989
•HM All-American Sr 2 Yr Old Cow 1989
•Grand Champion Victoriaville 1991
•1st Mature Cow Victoriaville 1994 
7th Dam
Elsya Anthony Lea EX-CAN *15
6-02 2x 365d 35,770 3.9 1398 2.9 1049
Life: 3 Lact 109,580 4.0 4334 3.1 3429
•3rd Mature Cow Victoriaville 1988
JENNY-LOU MRSHL TOYSTORY-ET                
60372887 GM 8/10 TR TV TL
PTA  +1234M     +43F     +38P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.8PL  2.92SCS   -.5DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +2.14T +2.09UDC +1.39FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +1902G
COMESTAR OUTSIDE-ET                        
CAN 6026421 EX-95 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +244M     +35F      -5P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.40T  +.97UDC +1.76FLC  GTPI +1741G
WINDY-KNOLL-VIEW PROMIS-ET                 
18049401 EX-95 2E GMD DOM TV TL
1-11 2 365  28030  3.4  950  3.1  882
3-05 2 365  34670  3.8 1327 3.2 1106
4-08 2 365  44120  3.7 1633 3.2 1401
LIFE 1680 143630  3.7 5339 3.3 4712
Dam of Lot 46 MS CRANEHILL TITANIC 9720 
47
MIKE HAY & CAL POLY 
375 APRICOT ST
NIPOMO, CA  93444
805/929-6697 
6 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
3rd Dam
Den-K Cub Kiddy-ET *BL EX-90 2E GMD 
DOM
4-02 3x 365d 37,300 3.4 1279 3.1 1168
Life: 157,170 3.5 5475 3.2 5075
4th Dam
Den-K Cubby Deer EX-90 DOM
7-01 3x 365d 32,690 3.7 1221 3.3 1066
Life: 145,980 4.0 5781 3.3 4764
5th Dam
Den-K Blue Mellow-ET VG-85
10-3 3x 365d 30,950 4.3 1327 3.4 1051
Life: 232,470 4.1 10012 3.4 7923
6th Dam
Den-K Chairman Willow VG-88
4-08 2x 305d 28,850 4.1 1188 3.3 940
7th Dam
Den-K Wagner Willow VG-86
7-09 2x 305d 29,810 4.3 1271 2.8 847
DEN-K CK FINLEY ZIA-ET
135506994 VG-86 3-06 BL
CTPI +1912 PTA +1677M +21F  +51P  63%R  8/10
PTA  +2.2PL  2.92SCS   +.2DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.14T +1.87UDC  +.27FLC  63%R  8/10
2-03 3 323  32540 3.2 1038 3.1 1017
3-03 3 244  29880  3.1  939 2.9  870
Full sister to Lot 47 
Den-K CK Finley Artesia-ET 
VG-87 
3-04 2 365 35350 3.0 1072 3.3 1153 
OPSAL FINLEY-ET                            
120780521 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +695M      -2F     +18P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.62T +1.30UDC  +.00FLC  GTPI +1539G
DEN-K RUDOLPH CUB KIDDY
123649803 EX-91 7-02 GMD DOM BL
2-03 3 331  34790 3.0 1054 3.0 1052
3-04 3 365  47450 2.6 1231 3.0 1411
3RD CA MILK  & 3RD CA PROT
4-09 2 365  53040 3.2 1697 3.1 1654
2ND CA MILK  & 2ND CA PROT
7-00 3 365  48320 2.9 1382 2.9 1395
9-05 3 365  39600 3.5 1373 3.0 1177
LIFE 2920 311280 3.1 9783 3.2 984
MAPLE-DOWNS-I G W ATWOOD-ET                
CAN 8956379 VG-87 TV TL
PTA   +573M     +55F     +27P  79%R  8/10
PTA  +1.8PL  2.82SCS  -1.6DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +4.62T +3.25UDC +3.88FLC  74%R  8/10
GTPI +2067G
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                          
CAN 10705608 CAN GP-84 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC  GTPI +2078G
MD-DELIGHT DURHAM ATLEE-ET                 
131704103 EX-92 4-06 DOM
3-11 2 365  38290   5.5 2091 3.1 1177
ALL-AMERICAN SR 3Y COW 2005
1st INTERNATIONAL SR 3Y & R I CH 2005
Maternal sisters to lot 48
R-John Goldwyn Zip-ET
PTPI +1997 +1051M +35F +40P +2.74T 8/09
2010 All-CA Fall Calf
R-John Goldwn Greta-ET VG-87 2yr
2-02 365 38250 3.4 1292 3.0 973 
#1 CTPI Cow in California (+2106 CTPI)
R-John Goldwn Gloria-ET VG-88 EX-MS
2-08 365 24630 3.6 877 3.2 792 CTPI + 1966 






5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
SHOTTLE OR BOXER
DREAM-PRAIRIE SHADOW BOXER                 
139086241 VG-86 2-03  TR TV TL TD
PTA   +831M     +78F     +45P  77%R  8/10
PTA  +3.7PL  2.72SCS  -1.5DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.43T +2.60UDC +2.78FLC  72%R  8/10
GTPI +2210G
3rd Dam
Den-K Cub Kiddy-ET *BL EX-90 2E GMD 
DOM
4-02 3x 365d 37,300 3.4 1279 3.1 1168
Life: 157,170 3.5 5475 3.2 5075
4th Dam
Den-K Cubby Deer EX-90 DOM
7-01 3x 365d 32,690 3.7 1221 3.3 1066
Life: 145,980 4.0 5781 3.3 4764
5th Dam
Den-K Blue Mellow-ET VG-85
10-3 3x 365d 30,950 4.3 1327 3.4 1051
Life: 232,470 4.1 10012 3.4 7923
6th Dam
Den-K Chairman Willow VG-88
4-08 2x 305d 28,850 4.1 1188 3.3 940
7th Dam
Den-K Wagner Willow VG-86
7-09 2x 305d 29,810 4.3 1271 2.8 847
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.2PL  2.70SCS  -2.3DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2047G
DEN-K CK FINLEY ZIA-ET
135506994 VG-86 3-06 BL
CTPI +1912 PTA +1677M +21F  +51P  63%R  8/10
PTA  +2.2PL  2.92SCS   +.2DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.14T +1.87UDC  +.27FLC  63%R  8/10
2-03 3 323  32540 3.2 1038 3.1 1017
3-03 3 244  29880  3.1  939 2.9  870
Full sister to Lot 48
Den-K CK Finley Artesia-ET 
VG-87 
3-04 2 365 35350 3.0 1072 3.3 1153
OPSAL FINLEY-ET                            
120780521 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +695M      -2F     +18P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +1.62T +1.30UDC  +.00FLC  GTPI +1539G
DEN-K RUDOLPH CUB KIDDY
123649803 EX-91 7-02 GMD DOM BL
2-03 3 331  34790 3.0 1054 3.0 1052
3-04 3 365  47450 2.6 1231 3.0 1411
3RD CA MILK  & 3RD CA PROT
4-09 2 365  53040 3.2 1697 3.1 1654
2ND CA MILK  & 2ND CA PROT
7-00 3 365  48320 2.9 1382 2.9 1395
9-05 3 365  39600 3.5 1373 3.0 1177
LIFE 2920 311280 3.1 9783 3.2 984
Maternal sisters to lot 48
R-John Goldwyn Zip-ET
PTPI +1997 +1051M +35F +40P +2.74T 8/09
2010 All-CA Fall Calf
R-John Goldwn Greta-ET VG-87 2yr
2-02 365 38250 3.4 1292 3.0 973 
#1 CTPI Cow in California (+2106 CTPI)
R-John Goldwn Gloria-ET VG-88 EX-MS
2-08 365 24630 3.6 877 3.2 792 CTPI + 1966 
2nd Dam of Lot 47 & 48 DEN-K RUDOLPH CUB KIDDY
49
BRIAN NELSON & CODY ROCHA
BRIAN NELSON
5931 W TUOLUMNE RD
CERES, CA  95307
209/632-6197
MISS NELSONS DURHAM LADEL
Reg No. 138716907 GP-83 2-10
DUE 3/25/2011 to Duckett-SA Fremont-ET
2-08 2 159 12100 3.5 427 3.0 359 
NELSONS ASPEN LADEL
136687359 VG-88 4-03 
PTA  -1148M     -11F     -26P  57%R  8/10
PTA  -1.2PL  3.24SCS  -1.7DPR10%DCE
PTA  +1.46T +1.58UDC  +.96FLC  48%R  8/10
2-00 2 319  18380  3.9  720 3.1  567
3-01 2 365  26410  3.7  974 3.1  809
EK-OSEEANA ASPEN-ET                        
129854100 TV TL
PTA  -1103M      +9F     -21P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.67T +1.43UDC +1.47FLC  99%R  8/10
NELSONS SPIRIT LADEL                       
132581932 EX-90 4-10
2-05 2 305  18360  4.1  746 3.2  591
3-05 2 305  20840  4.3  897 3.2  663
4-08 2 174  12750  4.2  535 3.3  416
REGANCREST ELTON DURHAM-ET                 
2250783 EX-90 GM 8/01 TR CV TL
PTA   -332M     -37F      +4P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.2PL  2.88SCS   +.3DPR 7%DCE
PTA  +2.46T +2.32UDC +2.11FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +1535G 
EMPRISE BELL ELTON                         
1912270 EX-95 CV BL TD
PTA   -179M      -5F      +4P  99%R  8/2010
PTA   -.84T -1.00UDC +1.15FLC  GTPI +1119
SNOW-N DENISES DELLIA                      
12895802 EX-95 2E GMD DOM TV TL
2-01 2 365  23550     3.6  855 3.2  755
4-00 2 365  31590     3.6 1153 3.1  968
6-00 2 365  35230     4.0 1425 3.0 1049
7-06 2 365  35610     4.0 1431 2.9 1035
LIFE 2558  180240   3.9 7108 3.2 5723
3rd Dam
Derrwyn Encore Ladel EX 92 EEEVE 2E
4-03 2x 305d 27,370 4.3 1170 3.1 862
Life: 1799 135,110 4.2 5674 3.1 4197
4th Dam
Derrwyn Adan Ladette VG-85 VG-MS
5th Dam
Derrwyn Starbuck Lady-ET VG-86
6-00 2x 33,830 3.3 118 2.9 981
Life: 2155 165,450 3.3 5437 3.0 5036
6th Dam
Locust-AYR Columbus Lady EX-92 3E
8-00 2x 365 27,430 4.0 1108 2.8 760
Life: 2609 145,800 3.8 5554 2.9 4188




HILMAR, CA  95324
209/667-2033
4 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
BOMAZ POTTER PLATO-ET                      
62297905 VG-87 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +978M     +45F     +16P  92%R  8/10
PTA  +6.2PL  2.79SCS   -.6DPR 5%DCE
PTA  +1.59T +2.17UDC +1.96FLC  88%R  8/10
GTPI +2012G
KEYSTONE POTTER                            
128367894 EX-90 GM 1/08 TM TV TL
PTA   +814M      +7F      +7P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.76T  +.76UDC  +.54FLC  99%R  8/10
3rd Dam
Savage-Leigh Bellwood Linda 
EX-92 EEEEE 2E GMD DOM *TV *TL
2-10 2x 365d 40240 5.8 2349 3.6 1434
1st National Fat
Life: 1312d 126,760 5.2 6576 3.4 4317
Nom All-American Jr 3-Yr-Old Cow 1999
Nominated Global Cow of Year 2005
4th Dam
Savage-Leigh Glenview Linda EX-90 GMD
6-08 2x 365d 41,820 4.6 1936 3.0 1247
Life: 1892 150,300 4.4 6636 3.2 4813
5th Dam
Savage-Leigh Linda Chairman GP-84
5-1- 2z 365d 30,620 3.8 1167 3.3 1013
Life: 1972 1221,550 3.9 4718 3.3 4013
6th Dam
Savage-Leigh Creek Lydia VG-88 VVVV
4-11 2x 344d 16,390 2.2 695 3.1 511
7th Dam
Savage-Leigh Kate Linda VG-85
6-01 2x 305d 19,940 4.0 793
SAVAGE-LEIGH PLANET LEXA-ET                
840 3004778786 
GTPI +1922G PTA +1433M  +36F +38P  76%R  8/10
PTA  +2.9PL  2.87SCS   -.3DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +2.24T +1.89UDC  +.30FLC  70%R  8/10
ENSENADA TABOO PLANET-ET                   
60597003 EX-90 4-11 TR TV TL TD
PTA  +1800M     +59F     +53P  91%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.61T +1.53UDC  -.55FLC  88%R  8/10
SAVAGE-LEIGH LEIGHANNA-ET
61604030 EX-91 4-08
2-02 2 365  35540 4.2 1489 2.9 1028
4-04 2 241  28280 4.4 1247 3.0  835
Maternal sister to 2nd Dam
Savage-Leigh Licorice-ET 
EX-92 EEVEE DOM *TV
4-02 2x 365d 51,220 4.3 2179 3.1 1596
Life: 1018d 113,740 4.4 4968 3.2 3643
BOMAZ MANAT 2441-ET
60413710 VG-87 GMD DOM
2-03 3 365  38360   4.1 1556 2.9 1114




HILMAR, CA  95324
209/656-7820
D-MAN SUZIE-Q                              
Reg No. 140697836
Born 6/2/10
D-MAN SANDRA-D                              
138069274 GP-83 2yr.
2-06 2 365 27650 3.7 990 3.2 805
Reserve Jr. All-California Jr. 3yr. 2009 
LAZY-A FINLEY SY-ANN                        
135073614 EX-91 3-09 
2-05 2 327  21850  3.5  771 3.1  677
3-07 2 322  19800  3.7  737 3.0  602
-All-California Spring Yearling 2005
-Reserve Jr. Champion 
CA State Jr. Hols.Show 2005
-Reserve Jr. Champion CA State Fair 2005
-2nd Place Spring Yearling 
International Jr. Holstein Show 2005




CAN 9206503 EX-92 4-03
3-00 2 300  26370 3.8 1004 3.1  825
1st WEST SPRG NATL SPR YR HFR, R JR CH 2001
1st WEST SPRG NATL JR 2Y COW 2002
4th Dam
Bluebird Pres Sonya                         
VG-86
3-04 2 365  26,464  3.1  816  3.1 809 
LIFE          102,062  3.5 3593 3.1 3168
5th Dam
Bluebird Citamatt Sabrina VG-85-5Y-CAN
5-01 2x 311 26,535 4.3 1131 3.3 875
Life: 114,886 4.2 4791 3.2 3717
6th Dam
Saskario Centurion Sheik VG-85-5Y-CAN
6-06 2x 365d 23,534 4.4 1027
Life: 182,365 4.1 7533
DEN-K MARSHALL LL LAURIN                   
132480026 EX-94 5-07 TR TV TL TD
PTA   +452M     +27F     +12P  98%R  8/10
PTA  -1.0PL  2.94SCS   -.9DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +1.74T  +.99UDC +1.03FLC  92%R  8/10
GTPI +1475G
MARA-THON BW MARSHALL-ET                   
2290977 VG-86 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA  +1292M     +23F     +26P  99%R  8/2010
PTA  +1.63T +1.37UDC +2.14FLC  GTPI +1518G
MS SUNNYHOME LIL-LEE                        
128573064 EX-90 2E GMD DOM 
2-03 3 365  39390 2.9 1132 3.1 1204
3-10 2 351  44310 3.2 1430 3.1 1392
6-00 3 365  35290 3.1 1086 3.1 1083
LIFE 1497 154460 3.2 4879 3.1 4810
REGANCREST ELTON DURHAM-ET                 
2250783 EX-90 GM 8/01 TR CV TL
PTA   -332M     -37F      +4P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.46T +2.32UDC +2.11FLC GTPI +1535G 
Maternal Sisters to 2nd Dam
Lazy-A Dundee Susann-ET EX-92
1st 5 Year Old, Sr & Grand Champion 
2010 Western Spring National Junior Show
Reserve Grand Champion 2010 
CA State Holstein Show & 2010 CA State Fair
Lazy-A Dundee Susann-992-ET VG-88 2yr
2008 Grand Champion 
California State Junior Holstein Show
2nd Dam of Lot 51 LAZY-A FINLEY SY-ANN










Spectrum Mandel Meg-ET EX-90 EX-MS
3-06 2 365 30880 2.5 785 3.1 959 
LIFE 1499 111770 2.7 3017 3.1 3481
4th Dam
Opperman Thor Megan-ET EX-90 2E DOM 
3-03 2 365 25600 3.2 827 3.4 860 
LIFE 1533 100070 3.8 3786 3.4 3373 
5th Dam 
Opperman S Megan GP-82 
3-00 2 365 37790 4.1 1126 3.3 912
6th Dam
Opperman Royal Velvet Meg-ET 
EX-90 DOM 
2-11 2 365 31500 4.0 1246 3.0 954 
7th Dam
Opperman Tradition Velvet EX-90 GMD DOM 
2-05 2 365 30220 3.4 1024 3.1 950 
8th Dam 
Opperman Conductor Velvet EX-94 3E GMD 
DOM 
6-11 2 365 31440 3.9 1215 3.2 1007 
9th Dam
Opperman IMP Cheif Velveteen VG-89 
4-09 2 341 22810 4.2 951 
BOOTSMA DURHAM MELAINE
135684670 EX-91 2E 6-05
2-04 2 365  26220   4.2 1092 3.4  880
3-10 2 302  24860   4.2 1053 3.4  841
4-09 2 305  22290   3.8  849  3.3  741
REGANCREST ELTON DURHAM-ET                 
2250783 EX-90 GM 8/01 TR CV TL
PTA   -332M     -37F      +4P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.46T +2.32UDC +2.11FLC  GTPI +1535G 
SPECTRUM JOURNALIST MEG-ET                 
131914948 VG-85 5-04 
2-05 2 365  27920  4.0 1121 3.0  850
3-07 2 348  26960  4.1 1114 3.1  846
5-02 2 279  27100  3.5  958 3.2  858
ENSENADA TABOO PLANET-ET                   
60597003 EX-90 TR TV TL TD
GTPI+2092G PTA +1800M +59F+53P  91%R  8/10
PTA  +5.1PL  2.86SCS   -.1DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +1.61T +1.53UDC  -.55FLC  88%R  8/10
ROSE-BAUM TABOO-ET                         
17121203 VG-87 7-01 GM 8/05 TV TL
PTA   +387M     +23F     +16P  99%R  8/10
PTA   +.07T  +.17UDC -1.10FLC  GTPI +1483G
PLUSHANSKI AMEL PATTY-ET                   
130161039 EX-93 9-05 GMD DOM 
2-03 2 365  38133 3.5 1340 2.9 1095
4-09 2 365  44880 3.3 1468 2.9 1295
6-10 2 365  46120 3.2 1494 2.7 1239
8-11 2 365  49670 3.1 1555 2.6 1299









PTPI +1909 +502M +36F +29P +2.65T
POLY DURHAM JULIE
60373056 6-08 EX-91
CTPI +1748  PTA  +579M  +23F  +30P  58%R  8/10
PTA  +1.6PL  2.83SCS   -.4DPR 9%DCE
PTA  +1.95T +1.25UDC +1.29FLC  60%R  8/10
1-11 2 365  29970  3.7 1122 3.2  964
4-08 2 365  38350  4.1 1558 3.4 1306
6-02 2 365  41360  4.7 1951 3.6 1470
LIFE 1600 141640  4.3 6097 3.5 4972
REGANCREST ELTON DURHAM-ET                 
2250783 EX-90 GM 8/01 TR CV TL
PTA   -332M     -37F      +4P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.46T +2.32UDC +2.11FLC  GTPI +1535G 
POLY STORM JULIE
128235829 VG-86 3-11
3-03 2 312  32910   3.0  999 3.4 1110
BRAEDALE GOLDWYN                           
CAN 10705608 GP-84 GM 8/10
PTA   +424M     +49F     +28P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.4PL  2.61SCS   -.6DPR 6%DCE
PTA  +3.34T +2.53UDC +2.20FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2078G
SHOREMAR JAMES                             
CAN 5902195 GP-81 GM 2/04 TV TL
PTA   -576M +10F +7P  99%R  8/10 
PTA   +.71T  +.65UDC  -.03FLC  GTPI +1201G
BRAEDALE BALER TWINE-ETS                   
CAN 6860888 VG-86 TL GTPI +1701G
CAN  2-01 2 365  30906     4.9 1521 3.2  993










Comestar Lausian Astre 
VG-85-3YR-CAN 14*
5-04 2x 365d 45,867 3.3 1532 3.2 1446
•Former #1 LPI Cow of Breed in Canada
Maternal brother to Lausian
Comestar Stormatic-ET EX-CAN EXTRA’02
4th Dam
Comestar Lausan Black-ET 
VG-87-6YR-CAN 20*
5-04 2x 365d 37,039 4.3 1587 3.6 1318
Life: 1818d 108,246 4.4 4735 3.8 4151
5th Dam
Comestar Laurie Sheik-ET VG-88 CAN 23*
6-09 2x 365d 29,864 4.5 1329 3.4 1016
Life: 4 Lact 106,564 4.5 4780 3.6 3885
•HM All-Canadian Sr 2 Yr Old Cow 1989
•HM All-American Sr 2 Yr Old Cow 1989
•Grand Champion Victoriaville 1991
6th Dam
Elysa Anthony Lea EX-CAN 14*
6-02 2x 365d 35,770 3.9 1398 2.9 1049
Life; 3 Lact 109,580 4.0 4334 3.1 3439
MISS DURHAM LAUREN-ET
135915008 EX-91 4-03
CTPI +1639 PTA  -251M  -10F  +1P  64%R  8/10
PTA  +1.8PL  2.84SCS   +.5DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +2.40T +2.42UDC +1.13FLC  62%R  8/10
3-08 2 365  29630 4.0 1196 3.0  888
REGANCREST ELTON DURHAM-ET                 
2250783 EX-90 GM 8/01 TR CV TL
PTA   -332M     -37F      +4P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +2.46T +2.32UDC +2.11FLC  GTPI +1535G 
COMESTAR LAUSEEN SKYCHIEF-ET               
7330300 EX-93 2E 7-03 TV
5-05 2 365  41390  4.0 1646 3.2 1319
PICSTON SHOTTLE-ET                        
GBR 598172 GM 8/10 TV TL
PTA  +1307M     +66F     +37P  99%R  8/10
PTA  +3.2PL  2.70SCS  -2.3DPR 8%DCE
PTA  +3.11T +2.23UDC +2.16FLC  99%R  8/10
GTPI +2047G
CAROL PRELUDE MTOTO-ET                    
ITA 6001001962 GM 1/08 TV TL
PTA   +648M     +28F     +10P  99%R  8/2010
PTA   +.32T  -.01UDC  +.67FLC  GTPI +1699G
CONDON AERO SHARON                          
CAN 5373153 CTPI +1159
Maternal sisters to Lot 54 
Cranehill Lou Lauralee-ET  VG-86
GTPI +1842
Cranehill Lou Lana-ET VG-87 
Cranehill Lou Lizzy-ET VG-87 2 yrs. 
Sells as Lot 54
Dam of Lot 54
MISS DURHAM LAUREN-ET


















2-02 3x 365d 24130 4.3 1034 3.7 901
3-09 3x 365d 22610 4.1   937 3.6 815
5-04 3x 365d 26270 4.7 1206 3.4 903
6-09 3x 305d 22370 3.7   827 3.6 801
4th Dam
Sunset Canyon MBSB Anthem EX-95
5-04 2x 305d 31780 4.6 1474 3.7 1171
Dam of Futurity at Alta
Dam of AllStar at Genex
National Jersey Jug Futurity Winner 2000
Reserve Grand Champion – Western Natl 2000
5th Dam
Sunset Canyon Brook Amity-ET EX -90
4-11 2x 305d 27590 5.0 1380 3.6 981
6th Dam
Goodnow Midnight Blue-ET EX -93
6-03 2x 305d 24610 4.6 1132 3.6 893
7th Dam
Observer Althea Anna EX-90
7-04 2x 305d 23720 4.5 1071 3.6 857
FASTLANE JEWELER AGNES
063829787 VG-86 2yr




3-04 2x 305d 23710 4.8 1139  3.9 927
4-05 2x   98d 10150 4.6   469  3.6 363
SUNSET CANYON REN BELLE 111-ET
111556445 EX-92
1-10 2x 294d 11560 5.4 630 3.9 447
2-10 2x 291d 15020 5.4 807 3.5 532
3rd Dam of Lot 1J
FASTLANE ANTHEMS ANGEL-ET
4th Dam to Lot 1J









SHF GOLDEN BOY ABYSS
113697533 EX-90
2-00 2x 305d 12520 5.4 678 3.9 483
4-00 2x 278d 10410 6.0 621 4.0 413
5-02 2x 305d 12779 5.5 697 3.9 503
6-05 2x 236d 13962 5.4 550 3.9 550 Inc.
2nd Dam
ALMA RENN ABBY – ET
110413871 EX-92
2-11 2x 305d 15460 4.8   748 3.6 552
3-11 2x 305d 20420 5.0 1024 3.6 732
4-11 2x 305d 14540 5.6   813 4.2 617
6-00 2x 305d 13720 5.1   698 3.7 524
7-07 2x 305d 17670 4.4   777 3.5 626
9-01 2x 305d 15900 5.0   793 3.8 608
3rd Dam
Sunny Day Berretta Alma–ET
003895861 EX-91
1-09 2x 305d 14840 4.8 709 4.0 594
4-03 2x 305d 17859 5.2 937 4.0 718
5-08 2x 246d 15340 5.1 781 4.0 610
6-06 2x 163d 11300 5.4 615 3.8 431
4th Dam
Altheas 3M 141-ET VG-88
2-00 2x 305d 17300 5.7 986 4.8 695
5th Dam
Greenridge FW Chief Althea-ET EX -92
4-11 2x 305d 20560 4.7 970 3.9 809
6th Dam
Greenridge Silver Alison EX-90
6-08 2x 305d 18070 5.7 1022
 







3-06 2x 200d 14000 4.3    604 3.3 460
5-00 2x 305d 27980 5.2 1456 3.5 978
6-11 2x 305d 24470 4.6 1129 3.4 826
Dam of Lot 2J SHF GOLDEN BOY ABYSS
4th Dam to Lot 1J




CHOICE OF 2 FEMALES
3j
CAL POLY CORPORATION









000658836 3rd DamPoly Berretta Hollette
003937605 VG-88
4-02 2x 305d 19870 4.2 841 4.0 803
7-02 2x 365d 25200 3.9 997 3.8 960
4th Dam
Poly Lester Hollyhock VG-82
2-10 2x 315d 14370 4.6 654 3.9 555
POLY JACE HALLIE
114115962 EX-90
2-02 2x 365d 21880 5.5 1194 4.0 877
4-02 2x 202d 15300 4.6   699 3.9 590




3-05 2x 313d 19990 5.0   993 3.8 757
4-06 2x 354d 21190 5.1 1101 4.0 741
5-09 2x 274d 18580 5.1   946 3.8 714
6-08 2x 365d 21020 5.2 1103 4.1 876
8-00 2x 365d 22510 4.7 1049 4.1 917
LLOLYN JUDE GRIFFEN-ET
10211882 EX-94
3-06 2x 200d 14000 4.3    604 3.3 460
5-00 2x 305d 27980 5.2 1456 3.5 978
6-11 2x 305d 24470 4.6 1129 3.4 826
5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS




Dam of Lot 3J and 3JA POLY JACE HALLIE
4j
CAL POLY CORPORATION
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407
805/756-1616





1-11 2x 365d 20240 4.7 953 3.6 732
3-01 2x 365d 23460 5.0 1168 3.6 834
4-07 2x 288d 21410 5.2 1109 3.6 773
5-06 2x 288d 20920 5.2 1092 3.7 770
6-06 2x 305d 24460 4.4 1086 3.5 859
Maternal Sister to Lot 4J, Full Sister to Lot 4Ja
Poly Sultan Hallie








1-11 2x 284d 15040 5.3 804 4.2 635
2-10 2x 365d 17970 5.0 898 4.0 723
3-10 2x 284d 15730 5.0 789 4.4 687
4-09 2x 292d 18200 4.8 865 4.1 742
8-05 2x 285d 24150 4.1 980 3.4 811
 







3-06 2x 200d 14000 4.3    604 3.3 460
5-00 2x 305d 27980 5.2 1456 3.5 978
6-11 2x 305d 24470 4.6 1129 3.4 826
Maternal Sister to Lot 4 POLY SULTAN HALLIE EX-90
5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS




Webb ET Service will implant at no charge in California
5J
AMANDA MORETTI
3000 WHITAKER BLUFF ROAD
PETALUMA, CA 94952
707/878-2010
STEMPLE VIEW GOVERNOR KATE-ET
Reg No. JE840003005923944
Born 10-01-2009




000658836 3rd DamParkview Nabisco Nickel – EX 90
4th Dam
Parkview Elvis Nickie EX-90
PARKVIEW TOUCH GOLD KIWI
114850995 EX-90
2-09 2x 295d 10390 4.9 504 3.9 409
LLOLYN JUDE GRIFFEN-ET
10211882 EX-94
3-06 2x 200d 14000 4.3    604 3.3 460
5-00 2x 305d 27980 5.2 1456 3.5 978
6-11 2x 305d 24470 4.6 1129 3.4 826
Dam of Lot 5J PARKVIEW TOUCH GOLD KIWI
2nd Dam
PARKVIEW GEMINI CHERRY - EX 93
7J
RECTOR JERSEY FARM
9375 N WASHINGTON ROAD
HILMAR, CA 95324





1-08 2x 305d 12670 4.6 583 3.4 431
2-08 2x 305d 14450 4.6 667 3.4 498
4-00 2x 305d 21130 4.7 993 3.4 719
5-01 2x 296d 17280 4.3 749 3.2 558
6-01 2x 305d 19810 4.5 893 3.4 668




6-06 2x 282d 16920 4.5 736 3.6 585
7-06 2x 305d 19270 4.0 773 3.5 677
8-08 2x 305d 11240 4.2 309 3.3 265
3rd Dam
OSB LESTER SDB SYMPHONY-VG 87
5-11 2x 305d 21310 3.7 798 3.5 739
4th Dam
OSB SDB Nampa Sooner-VG 86
5-3 2x 305d 21240 4.7 997 3.7 788
5th Dam
OSB Duncans Brass Vetta-VG 86
3-10 2x 303d 14430 6.4 929 3.8 553
6th Dam
OSB Brass Violet-VG 83
2-11 2x 305d 18830 6.1 1154 3.5 657
7th Dam
Mercury Stardust Viola-VG 85




GJPI 77 73%R 775M 37F 33P




1-10 2x 303d 20270 4.1   835 3.3 672
2-10 2x 305d 25140 4.3 1083 3.4 872
4-03 3x 289d 21310 4.2   893 3.4 735
Dam of Lot 2J SHF GOLDEN BOY ABYSS
6J








1-10 2x 290d 16360 5.0   817 3.6 586
2-10 2x 305d 22380 5.0 1115 3.8 841




2-00 2x 305d 16800 4.9   823 3.8 635
3-00 2x 286d 21800 5.0 1094 3.7 817
4-00 2x 286d 19120 5.0   965 3.6 694
3rd Dam
Dupat Tidy 7859 -VG 88
4-03 2x 305d 23300 4.6 1081 3.5 822
4th Dam
Dupat Dunkirk 5815-VG 85
3-11 2x 305d 21200 4.2 891 3.6 767
5th Dam




GJPI 85 90%R 1324M 16F 29P PTAT +1.0
SUNBOW RUEBEN
000666362
BW AVERY KATIE ET121-ET
110834153 EX-93
6-06 3x 305d 31710 4.8 1516 3.2 1010










GJPI 111 90%R 481M 29F 19P PTAT +1.7
WINDY WILLOW MONTANA JACE
110106571
YOSEMITE FANCLUB TACO E16466
114459532VG-85
1-11 3x 305d 19210 4.5 858 3.7 716
3-05 3x 288d 19920 4.5 906 3.7 742
2nd Dam
YOSEMITE TACO SELECT 89357
112281184 G-77
1-09 3x 272d 14350 4.7 672 3.4 489
2-08 3x 262d 14030 4.8 673 3.5 495
3-07 3x 305d 18420 4.5 829 3.7 688
4-07 3x 144d 10460 4.9 517 3.7 388
DEERVIEW DECLO GALAXIE
111102132 VG-88




SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407
805/756-1616
POLY ECLIPES HONEYDEW
Reg. No. 067108455  P8
Born 9/01/2010
PA 496M 23F 19P 1.2T JPI 93
POLY MORGAN HONEY
114116048 VG-81%
1-10 2x 332 22000 4.0 887   3.4 744 
2-11 2x 286 20030 4.7 935   3.5 698 
3-11 2x 365 25070 4.0 1002 3.5 864
4-11 2x 302 17400 3.8 664   3.6 622 
3rd Dam
Poly Pitino Honeydew-VG 84
4-09 2x 326 19420 4.6 910 4.0 773 
4th Dam 




GJPI 161 78%R 704M 54F 32P




1-10 2x 303d 20270 4.1   835 3.3 672
2-10 2x 305d 25140 4.3 1083 3.4 872
4-03 3x 289d 21310 4.2   893 3.4 735
Dam of Lot 2J SHF GOLDEN BOY ABYSS
9J












2-05 2x 305d 15200 4.8 723 3.3 507
3-06 2x 305d 17760 5.1 898 3.6 631
4th Dam
Willards Centurion Fortune-EX 93
6-04 2x 305d 25680 4.4 1140 3.6 916
5th Dam
Santiam Major Lisa Lucky-P EX 90
 
RIVERBEND MATINEE  CECIL-P
115988567
GJPI 95 69%R 814M 50F 20P PTAT +0.5
SUNSET CANYON MATINEE -ET
1119811214






2-02 2x 316 19190 4.4 851   3.6 694
3-02 2x 365 24200 4.2 1006 3.5 852 





SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407
805/756-1616
5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
MAACDAIRY REGION-ET
200JE944
GJPI 95 89%R 358M 49F 19P PTAT +1.5
LESTER SAMBO
000658836 3rd DamPOLY BERRETTA AMIE
111041185 VG-88
5-01 2x 365d 28740 4.2 1206 3.4 982
6-04 2x 291d 22420 3.8   846 3.4 770
7-04 2x 299d 21940 3.8   824 3.4 750
8-04 2x 287d 25520 4.0 1029 3.4 867
POLY JADE ALLIE
111198216 EX-90




3-07 2x 288d 23190 4.0 923 3.4 791
4-06 2x 305d 24740 4.2 1043 3.4 849
5-07 2x 284d 23450 4.1 953 3.4 787
SUNSET CANYON LEMVIG RIBBON-ET
111693597 EX-91
1-09 2x 305d 19240 4.4 847 3.7 718 
3-01 2x 305d 28320 4.5 1267 3.6 1022 
4-06 2x 305d 21140 5.0 1053 3.8 805
Dam of Embryos POLY JADE ALLIE
Webb ET Service will implant at no charge in California
12jA
CAL POLY CORPORATION
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407
805/756-1616
5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS 
BY IATOLA
POLY GOLDEN BOY JUNIPER-TW
111198216 EX-91
1-10 2x 353d 21260 4.4   933 3.8   806
3-00 2x 282d 21630 3.3   721 3.4   742
3-11 2x 365d 25890 4.5 1163 3.4   892
5-02 2x 290d 22870 5.8 1313 3.4   774
8-02 2x 338d 29270 4.9 1423 3.5 1025
9-04 2x 355d 29460 4.8 1420 3.4   988
2nd Dam
POLY KING JAMES JULIET
003906954 VG-88
2-00 2x 305d 17540 4.3 758 4.0 694




3-01 2x 302d 16020 4.8 756 3.7 596
5-03 2x 305d 16830 4.6 778 3.8 642
6-03 2x 305d 16550 4.6 769 3.9 653
4th Dam
Poly Top Brass Juniper EX-90
2x 308d 21200 4.6 980 3.9 838
Maternal Sisters to Embryos:
Poly Hallmark 735 VG-87
6-03 2x 365 29130 5.6 1628 3.6 1083
Poly Freedom 793 EX-91
2-02 2x 332 19180 5.0 984 3.3 628
3-03 2x 290 20380 5.0 1026 3.6 724
 
SC GOLD DUST PARAMOUNT IATOLA - ET
112118277
GJPI 62 99%R -181M 16F 3P PTAT +1.7
Dam of Lot 12J A&B POLY GOLDEN BOY JUNIPER-TWIN
5 NO.1 EMBRYOS 
BY T-BONE12jB
RICHIES JACE TBONE A364
113672851
GJPI 130 96%R 399M 55F 30P PTAT +1.6
Maternal Sister to Lot 12 A & B 
POLY FREEDOM 793
Webb ET Service will implant at no charge in California
13j
CAL POLY CORPORATION
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93407
805/756-1616
5 NO. 1 EMBRYOS
TOLLENAARS IMPLUSE LEGAL 233-ET
61929249
GJPI 178 84%R 678M 37F 34P PTAT +1.3
ISDK Q Impuls
301592 3rd DamPOLY REMAKE ORCA
003929139 EX-90
2-02 2x 330d 17380 4.2   735 3.8 654
3-02 2x 329d 25580 4.2 1070 3.7 954
4-01 2x 266d 12580 4.4   548 3.7 468
5-00 2x 365d 27889 3.8 1065 3.3 933
POLY PARAMOUNT OPAL
112438184 VG-88
JPI +90 56%  PTA 508M 10F 15P  PTAT .4  8/10
2-01 2x 365d 21100 4.8 1017 3.6   757
4-03 2x 289d 24850 4.4 1098 3.7   921
5-02 2x 327d 24470 4.9 1207 3.7   913
6-03 2x 337d 27950 4.2 1165 3.2 1026




2-01 2x 286d 15330 3.3 510 3.5 531
3-01 2x 301d 22620 3.7 828 3.4 759
4-01 2x 315d 22060 3.8 839 3.3 738
5-01 2x 365d 24490 3.9 962 3.2 790
WOODSTOCK LEMVIG LINDY
111360167 EX-90
1-11 2X 305D 15040 4.9 736 3.9 586
3-01 2X 305D 21290 4.6 989 3.8 802
3rd Dam of Embryos POLY REMAKE ORCA









ABA All-American Spring Calf 2008




SV JADE HIRED GUN-ET
115093063
Dam of Lot 14J DKG VINDICATION CUTIE
PLEASANT VALLEY PRIME HEATHER
110432463 EX-96
4-06 2x 305d 15610 6.0 936 4.1 647
5-10 2x 305d 18710 6.3 1177 3.8 708






Amanda Moretti: Lot 5J
Cabernet Syndicate: Lot 24 
Cal Poly: Lots 3, 3J, 3JA, 4J, 4JA, 10J, 11J, 
 12JA, 12JB, 13J, 16, 16A, 32, 39. 53 
Cal Poly & Mike Hay: Lot 47
Christian Cunningham: Lot 14J
Cranehill Genetics: Lots 14, 54
Cranehill Genetics & 
 Ta-Ro-Lee Holsteins: Lot 7
Den-K Holsteins: Lot 40
Dennis Miguel: Lot 51
Dinomi Holsteins: Lot 2 
Dominic Agresti Assali: Lot 9
Exels Holsteins: Lot 26
Gen-Ace Holsteins: Lots 1, 37
Gil-Tex Holsteins: Lot 18
Hilmar Holsteins: Lot 22
Isidro Alves: Lot 1J
Jim Bootsma: Lot 52
Jim Wilson: Lot 13
Jimmy Webb: Lot 44
JLG Enterprises: Lot 46
Joe Oliveira: Lot 33
Joseph Azevedo: Lot 6
Kisst Dairy: Lot 28
Lazy-A Holsteins: Lot 20
Loren Migliazzo: Lot 31
Lorita Holsteins: Lot 35
Lucas Deniz: Lot 15
Manuel Silveira: Lot 21
Matt Evangelo: Lot 2J
Morasci, Borba, & Borba: Lot 12
Mcclelland Dairy: Lot 23
Two-Rock Holsteins: Lot 4
Mike Hay: Lots 17,30,41,42,43
Mike Mulas: Lot 45
Nelson/Rocha: Lot 49
R-John Holsteins: Lot 5, 48
Rector Jersey Farm: Lot 7J
Ruann Dairy: Lots 8A/B, C
Ryan & Amber Dias: Lot 9J
Shar Partners: Lot 29
Stephen Mast: Lots 19,38
Ta-Ro-Lee Holsteins: Lot 34
Tino Jimenez & Paulo Brothers: Lot 11
Tony DeMello: Lot 36
Trifecta Genetics: Lot 25
Viera Dairy: Lots 27, 50
Wicstrom Jersey Farms, Inc. : Lot 6J
Yosemite Jerseys: Lot 8J
Left to right:
CKR Palermo 863 GP-82;
Stuyt Sanchez O-My
Below left to right:
Lewisdale Eastside Amazement
(Sanchez), Sugar-River Palermo
1488 GP-81, Rosedale White
Rose-ET (Sanchez)
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T H E  W O R L D  L E A D E R  I N  B O V I N E  G E N E T I C S
G E N E R A T E  M O R E  P R O F I T .
P O W E R  Y O U R  H E R D  W I T H . . .
Elite genetics, consistent reproductive service
and knowledgeable representatives.
Contact your local ABS Representative to learn more.
1-800-ABS-STUD • WWW.ABSGLOBAL.COM
photo: Frank Robinson
Still the TOP TWO TPI™  




O’Harrows Freddie 7023, second lactation
Dorrich Freddie 1650 







North Harbor Super 2203, GP-83
SUPER
1HO08778
FREDDIE and SUPER remain the best of the  
breed for TPI. Join the excitement – add these  
sires to your breeding program today!
Balsamview Super 1331, 
second lactation Martin Super 1024Riverside - B Super 282, second lactation
888.333.1783   www.crinet.com
HA-USA/08-10      ©2010 CRI     A2542-080
• 1,800 bulls owned, sampled and
housed by Semex
• Proving Programs in 6 countries and
3 continents
• 110+ Distributors Worldwide
•  1800+ Semex Employees
Worldwide
• Owned by Four Canadian 
Partners, Each With Over 
50 Years Experience
• 9 Millionaire Sires to Date
• 30+ Years Marketing Semen 
to Meet Global Demand
• Strict Product Quality 
Standards & Controls
• Comprehensive & Logical 
Mating Program, ProMateTM
• Reproductive, Embryo & 
Semen Technology Research &
Development Centre, L’Alliance
Boviteq
• Extensive Embryo Export Program
• Balanced Beef Program
• Outstanding Training Provided to
Customers & Employees
• State of the Art Distribution Centre







sampled & housed          
by Semex in 
6 Countries on 
3 Continents
2866 Agriculture Drive, Madison, Wisconsin, USA 53718
Tel: 800-303-BULL(2855)  |  Fax: 608-223-9492  |  www.semex.com
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COMING FROM LA AND SOUTH OF SAN LUIS OBISPO: 
Take the 405 North to 101 North
101 N takes you through San Luis Obispo (approximately 3.5 hours from L.A.) 
Watch for the Highway 1/Morro Bay/Hearst Castle Exit and take that exit to Santa Rosa Street (the exit curves; 
continue right to Santa Rosa Street).
Turn right at Santa Rosa Street. Santa Rosa Street becomes Highway 1 after Foothill Road (not to be confused with 
Highway 101)
Travel approx. 2½ miles to the Highland Drive signal, turn right into the California Polytechnic State University 
entrance.
Turn at the first possible left onto Mt. Bishop Road (Crops Unit is on the corner. The RR bridge is just past Mt. Bishop 
Road; do not go under the RR Bridge = you missed Mt. Bishop Road.)
Drive approx. 1/8 mile to the top of the hill. Turn right into the Eugene and Rachel Boone Dairy Science Complex 
and drive towards the back.
Parking spaces are in the middle just before the Dairy Instructional Center (Bldg 18 on left) or continue on to 
parking along the fence by the lawn and tree. 
Bldg. 18-2/Dairy Products Technology Center is the large gray & blue building on the right. 
FROM NORTH OF SAN LUIS OBISPO, 
SOUTHBOUND ON HWY 101: 
Take the Morro Bay Exit. 
Turn right at the stop sign onto Santa Rosa Street (Highway 1) & travel approx. 2½ miles. 
Turn right onto Highland Drive (Cal Poly State University entrance). 
Turn at the first possible left onto Mt. Bishop Road. (Crops Unit is on the corner. The RR bridge is just past Mt. 
Bishop Road; do not go under the RR Bridge = you missed Mt. Bishop Road.)
Drive approx. 1/8 mile to the top of the hill. Turn right into the Eugene and Rachel Boone Dairy Science Complex 
and drive towards the back.
Parking spaces are in the middle just before the Dairy Instructional Center (Bldg 18 on left) or continue on to 
parking along the fence by the lawn and tree. 
Bldg. 18-2/Dairy Products Technology Center is the large gray & blue building on the right.
DIRECTIONS
TO CAL POLY DAIRY
 



